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Penstemon Germination
by Norman C. Deno
State College, Pennsylvania

Germination experiments are being conducted using standard procedures.
Seed is sown in moist paper towels, which are then folded, stacked, and placed in
zip-lock bags. From each species, some seed is storedfor six months in dry
conditions before sowing, and some seed is sown fresh. In each of these groups,
one batch is sown at 40°F and one batch at 70°F. The paper towels are inspected
for germination at least once a week. Mter three months the seeds are shifted to
the other temperature regime. In the results presented below, DS indicates dry
storage. The short hand expression "DS 70(3 %)-40(21 %)-70(9%)" means that
seed was stored dry, then sown at 70°F. Three percent germinated in three months.
Then the seed was shifted to 40° and an additional 21 % germinated. Three months
later the seed was shifted to 70° again and another 9% germinated. Not all seed
went through all possible treatments, due to limited seed sources. For some
species only very small amounts of seed were available. Where numbers are given
rather than percentages, the actual number of seeds tested is indicated. For
example, "2/23" indicates that 23 seeds were sown and 2 germinated. For such
small numbers, data is not considered statistically significant.
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In the genus'p~nstemo'hf?ur types 0f9~rtlli~tion \\,~r~Observed. Most
Rocky Mountain species of a perennial nature germinated largely at 40°F and
often sowing at700·wasfatal or near fatal. A second group are short-lived species
that can flower the first year from seed, typified by P. llmhiguus and P.
hyacinthus. These germinate rapidly at 70° like a garden annual and generally
refuse to germinate at 40°, but germinated readily on shifting to 70°. A third
group absolutely requires dry storage for germination and is typified by P.
grandiflorus and P. hirsutus, species with a more eastern distribution. The fourth
group, typified by P. digitalis, has an absolute light requirement for germination.
It is evident that failure to recognize these dramatic differences in
germination requirements will lead to failures in raising penstemons from seed.
Many of the following that were sown only at 70° might have given better
germination if the seed had been sown at 40°.

In recent experiments, it has also been found that some penstemon seeds
require light to germinate. More experimentation is being done on this at the
current time and results will be reported in future publications.
2
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P. gairdneri ssp. gairdneri
40(100% in 2-3 m); 70(1/8)-40(0%)-70(0%)
P. gairdneri ssp. oreganus
40(100% in 1O-12w); 70(3%)-40(0%)-70(0%)
P. glaber
OS in 4-6w at 70°
P. goodrichii
OS 70-40(3/23 in 6-7w) and 40(8/23 in 6-9w)
P. gormanii
OS good germination in 8-lOw at 70°
P. gracilis
seed sown at 70° and 40° failed to germinate, but seed sown

P. acaulis
P. acuminatus

OS 70(1/10) and 40(0)
OS 70(0%)-40(0%)-70(1/11) and 40(54% in 4-12w, largely in
10-12 w)-70(5%)
~...a/pinus
OS.70(3%)-40(21%)-7f(9%) and 40(12% in 3-8w)-70(27% in
3-4d)
"p ; ambiguus
OS 70(94%, induction time 3d, 14% per day) and 40(47% in 312w)-70(45% in 2-4d)
p, angustifolius OS 70(3%)-40(0%)-70(20%)
P. coeruleus (=angustifolius) OS immediate germination at 70°
P. arenicola
OS 70(0%)-40(1/6)-70(0% )and 40( 14 % in 8-12w)-70(20% in
2-3d)
P. attenuatus ssp. hyacinthus abundant germination at 70° in 3-4w
P. brevicuJUs< OS 70(0%)-4;0(2/15)-70(1/15)
P. caespitosus ssp. desertipicti OS 70-40(1/10)
P. cleburnei
OS 70(0%) and 40(4/10 in 4-12w)-70(1/1O in 2-3d). A second
sample 70(0%)-40(3/11)-70(3/11 )-70(3/11) and 40(0%)70(1/11) Were these the same species?
P. cobaea
OS Germination at 70° in 2-6w
P. crandallii
05.70-40(45% in 4-12w)and40(3%)-70(30% in 3-25d)
P. crandallii ssp. glabrescens Fresh seed 70(2%)-40(2%) and 40(84% in 512w)-70(5%)
OS for 6m at 70° 70(8%)40(58% in 3-12w)-70(4%) and
40(86% in 5-9w).
OS for 6m at 40° 70(6%)-40(6%)-70(2%) and 40(70% in 412w)-70(4%)

P. davidsonii
P. digitalis

OS germinates immediately at 70°
Requires light to germinate. Not a single germination in
numerous dark cycles with large samples of hundreds of seeds.
Germination was best with seed OS for 6 months at 70° or 40°
in 70Light(90%, indo t.4 d, first order rates with half life of
1.0% /d). Fresh seed 70L(26% in 7-24d). 400(0%)-70L(95100% largely in 2-3d), with either fress or OS seed. No
germination outdoors or using any other dark treatment
700(0%)-400(0%)-70L(7%), showing that three months in 70°
dark killed nearly all the seed.
P. dolius
OS 70(1/11)-40(2/11)-70(1/11) and 40(6/11 in 6-12w)
P. duchesnensis OS 70(0%) and 40(3/4 in 7-llw)
P. eatonii
OS 70(16 %}40(84% in 2-10w) and 40(100% in 2-8w)
P. eriantherus
OS 70-40-70(2/24) and 40(30% in 4-12w)-70(30% in 2-3d)
P.flowersii
OS 70(1/24) and 40(11/11) in 6-12w)
P.fruticosus ssp. scouleri
OS germinated at 70° in 4-5w
P. (Pennellianthus)frutescens 700(0); 70L(70% in 11-13d); 700 for
IOweeks(0%)-70L(70% in 11-13d). Prior 3 months at 40° had
no effect.
4
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outdoors in January gave 62%gennination in April.
Fresh seed 70(0%) and 40(0%)-70(3%)-40(3 %)-70(3 %0
OS 6m at 70° or at 40° 70(20%)40(5%)-70(25%) and
40(100%, indo1., 6%/d)
P. hallii
OS 70(100% in 1-3w, largely in 3-4d) and 40(0%)- 70(100% in
3-8d)
P. hirsutus
Requireslight for germination. 400(0%)-70L(71 % in 4-8d),
70L(6% in 1-6w), 700(0%), and 400(0%)-700(0%) using
fresh seed. Fresh seed without light gave 0% germination
through five cycles starting at either 40° or 70°.
OS 6m at 70° 70(13% in 1-2w) and 40(15% in 8-lOw) Samples
used hundreds of seeds.
OS 6m at 40° 70(2%) and 40(4%). This shows that the
chemical reactions prerequisite to germination were not
completed in OS at 40°. OS at 70° for a longer period may
have given even higher germination. More studies are in
progress.
P. hirsutus 'Pygmaeus' Also requires light as shown by 70L(65% in l-l1w),
400(0%)-70L(56% in 4-8d). Fresh seed in darkness gave 0%
germination.
OS for 6 mat 70° 70(8%) and 40(0%)

P. grandiflorus

P. humilis

OS 70(0)%) over three cycles and'40(30% in 8-12w)-70(56%
in 2-3d)
OS70(100% . in 57 18d)and 40(O·r~)77o(lOO% in 5 .. 18d)
P.jamesii
OS 70(0%)-40(1/6)-70(4/6 in 2-6d) and 40(3/6 in 7-8w)
P. janishiae
OS germination at 40°
P. kunthii
OS 70(1/IO)-40(4/10)-70(0%)and 40(4/9 in 10-12w)-70(519 in
P. laricifolius
2-5d) A second sample gave even .more predominant
germination at 40°.
OS Seed sown outdoors in April did not germinate until a year
P. leiophyllus
later, indiacting that germination occurs only at 40°
P. leiophyllus ssp.francisci-pennellii
OS 70-40(60%, indo t 5d, 2%/d) and
40(50%, indo t 17d, 3%/d)
OS 70(4/8 in 2-5w) and 40(100% indo t. 14d, 1.5%/d)
P. lentus
40(3/7 in 1-11w)
P. linarioides
OS 70(0%)-40(7/8 in 6-1 Ow)-70( 1/1 0) and 40(919 in 5-1 Ow)
P. moffattii
OS 70(0%) and 40(0%)-70(5/40 in 2-4d)
P. montanus
P. mucronatus
OS 70(1/12 in 2-3w) and 40(12/12 in 3-12w)
5

P. nitidus

Fresh seed 70(0%) and 40(74% in 5-12w)-70(3% in 2-3d)
OS 6m at 7070(0%)
OS 6m at 4070(0%) and 40(95% in 3-8w)
P. osterhoutii
OS immediate germination at 70°
P. ovatus
DS germination immediate at 70°
P. pachyphyl/us OS germination at 70° in 2-3m
P.pa/meri
OS sown ()utdoors in Feb. germinated in April
P. peckii
DS sown outdoors in Feb. germinated in April
P. paysoniorum OS 70(2123) and 40(4/15 in 8-12w)-70(l/15 on day 2)
P.pinifb/ius
DS sown outdoors in Feb. germinated in April
P. procerus ssp. tolmieiOS germinated iat 70° in 2-3w.
P. rupiEola . .
DS.a few germinatedin 3-8 w at70°
P. secundiflorus OS (70(1/20)-40'and 40(11/20in3-5w)
P. se"ulatus
OS sown outdoors in March germinated in April
P. smallii
Requires light like the closely related P. digitalis and P.
hirsutus. Like P. hirsutus. a preliminary 3 months at 40° also
promoted germination as shown by 400(0%)-70L(15% in 83Od), as compared with 70L(6% in 1-6w). No germination in
dark treatments 700(0%) and 40D(0% )-70D(0%). Despite the
low percentage of germination, the data is significant because
the samples consisted of hundreds of normal-sized seed coats.
There is apparently a high proportion of empty seed coats
despite the fact that the seeds were collected from a vigorous
self-sowing colony. The above data is for fresh seed and the
compable studies on OS seed are in progress.
P. teucrioides
OS 70(20% in 4-3Od) and 40(0%)-70(20% in 4-6d)
P. utahensis
OS 70(0%)-40(2/27) and 40(17/27) in 3-8w)
P. virens
Fresh seed 70(0%) and 40°(0%)
OS for 6m at 70° 40(30% in 4-12w)-70(5% in I-3d)
OS for 6m at 40° 40(8% in 7-12w)-70(1%).
Seed collected in March 40(11 %)-70(17%)
P. whippleanus· DS 70(20% in 4.;3Od) and40(0%)"'70(20%iri 4';6d)
P. wilcoxii
DS no germination at 70°, germinated when shifted to 40°
P. wislizeni
OS no germination at 70°, germinated when shifted to 40°
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Germination in Penstemons:
An Interpretation and Comments
by Gwen Kelaidis
Denver, Colorado
Norman Deno has done us all a tremendous service by investigating
germination in penstemons in such a systematic and scientific manner. (He is
investigating many other genera in this way, too). With my own botanical
perspective, I wanted to rearrange the data he provided and see if some
generalizations could be made to help predict and explain germination
requirements. In the information presented below, I have highlighted the treatment
that seems to give the best germination for each species.
It seems to me from the data that most penstemons germinate hestat40'?
The sections Aurator and Coerulei, which have been fairly well-sampled in these
studies, defmitely show this trend. Other sections have not been as thoroughly
investigated The Saccanthera, a western group, are not represented at all. The
subgenus Penstemon is puzzling in its variability.
It is striking that only a few species show excellent germination at 70°.
Penstemon ambiguus. P. jamesii, P. osterhoutii. P. pachyphyllus. P. hallii. P.
teucrioides. P. attenuatus ssp. hyacinthus. P. whipp/eanus, P. procerus ssp.
tolmiei all seem to have a definite preference for the warmer temperature regime.
The Oasanthera group, although not thoroughly tested, seems willing at 70°.
Many others will germinate at 70° but haven't been tested at 40°.
Several of these 70° germinators are true alpines. Penstemon hallii grows
above treeline here in Colorado. Penstemon teucrioides grows in the high
mountain parks at 8500-9000'. Penstemon procerus ssp. tolmiei is a high elevation
subspecies in the mountains of the West. All of the dasantheras are mountain
plants. It would be interesting to test the germination of other alpine penstemons
such as P. harbourii, P. speciosus ssp. kennedyi. P. newberryi. P. ellipticus. P.
compactus. P.flavescens. and P. leonardii. Of course, I'd be happy to get seed of
P. harbourii under any circumstances. I saw large populations of the plant this
summer near Wheeler Geologic Area in the La Garita Mountains of Colorado but
was unable to get back in seed season. High mountain penstemons are difficult to
collect because the seed ripens late in the season when weather in the mountains
may already be treacherous to hikers. Perhaps the warm temperatures signal the
very brief growing period of the alpine summer for these plants. Germination
occurs very rapidly and the plants are on their way.
7

Two of the other 70° genninators are plants of the Chihuahuan and Sonoran
Deserts, Penstemon ambiguus and Penstemon jamesii. Penstemon pinifolius may
also genninate best at 70°. These plants occupy an arid habitat which frequently
receives late summer rains. Unlike other plants of the cold, arid climates of the
American West where the most dependable moisture comes in winter, it may be
more advantageous for these to genninate in late summer rather than in the cold
fall and early spring months. To test this hypothesis some other penstemons of the
Chihuahuan Desert uplands might be tested at 700-P. cardinalis. P. alamosensis.
P. parryi. P. superbus, P. angustifolius ssp. caudatus. and P. murrayanus would be
good candidates.
Many species have greatly reduced total gennination if they are sown at 70°.
In the past, I have often advised people to try gennination indoors under lights
and if nothing genninates to place the pots outdoors to receive cold treatment.
Obviously, this is very poor advice. On the other hand, the species that genninate
well at 70° do not seem to suffer any reduction in total eventual gennination when
they are sown fIrst at 40°. A better procedure, then, for penstemon seed with
unknown requirements, would be to sow at 40° and bring the seed to 70° after
three months.
My own procedure for growing penstemon seeds has been to plant the seed
in pots and place the pots outdoors. My goal is to plant on January 1, but often
seeds are still being sown in March. I have had the experience that many pots of
penstemon do not genninate until the second season. This means they have a
period of cold, fluctuating temperatures, followed by warm weather, followed by
cold. They apparently genninate in this second cold period. I postulate that the
length of time at 40° the rust winter was insufficient to allow gennination.
Nonn's seed genninated with tltree months at 40°. Perhaps our weather from
March to May doesn't actually include enough time at temperatures above
freezing and below 50° to allow whatever chemical reactions that are prerequisite
to gennination to occur. I am vowing to plant earlier this year. I'm also going to
take any pots that have not genninated by late May and put them in the
refrigerator for a month to see if I can increase gennination.
Of course, sowing in January will mean that my seed will not have had the
full 6 months of dry storage that Nonn recommends. In cases where fresh seed did
not genninate at all, seed stored for six months still gave less than 50%
gennination. Sowing seed collected only four months earlier may itself result in
lowered viability. Panayoti and I have already commented to each other on the
extremely high rate of gennination of old batches of penstemon seed. In 1989 we
sowed some seed of P. rubicundus collected in 1967 and it came up like radishes
(I realize this is not a scientific comment). We also had excellent gennination with
lO-year-old seed of P. grahamii. We don't have really good gennination on the
many pots of 4 or 5-month-old seed we sow. Perhaps my second resolution shall
be to store half of all my most treasured penstemon seed for an extra year before
sowing. Maybe the reason second year gennination is so good is that the seed
needs more time at 70° to "mature." It would be interesting to do some tests on
the same seed batch after 6 months in dry storage and again at 12 months and ,18
8
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months. There might be some survival benefit to penstemons in nature if some of
the seed was available for gennination over a longer period of time.
Induction time for gennination is indicated in only a few cases in Norm's
study. This is the time after sowing or shifting temperature before the seed
actually genninates. This time may be from three days to three weeks. At 70°
gennination may begin within a few days and continue for up to 30 days.
Gennination at 40° seems to continue over a longer time, often the entire 3
months of that temperature regime. For professional growers, it is much faster to
grow the species of penstemons that genninate at 70°.
Nonn's latest research indicates that some species have an absolute
requirement for light and will not genninate in the dark.

Ambigui

P. ambiguus DS 70(94%, indo t 3d, 14%/d) and 40(47% in 3-12w)-70(45% in
2-4d)
Aurator-Most species seem to genninate best if started at 40°. Many species do
not genninate at all when started at 70°, or the total eventual gennination
is greatly reduced. Penstemon cobaea. P. gormanii, and P.jamesii are
notable exceptions. Sample size for P. acaulis is too small to be
significant.
P. acaulis DS 70(1/10) and 40(0). Kelaidis reports good May gennination when
sown outside in January.
P. breviculus DS 70(0%)-40(2/15)-70(1115)
P. cleburnei DS 70(0%) and 40(4110 in 4-12w)-70(1/10 in 2-3d). A second
sample 70(0%)-40(3/11 )-70(3/11)-70(3/11) and 40(0%)-70(1/11) Were
these the same species?
P. cobaea DS Gennination at 70° in 2-6w
P. dolius DS 70(1/11)-40(2/11)-70(1111) and 40(6111 in 6-12w)
P. duchesnensis DS 70(0%) and 40(3/4 in 7-11w)
P. eriantherusDS 70(0%)-40(0%)-70(2/24) and 40(30% in 4-12w)-70(30% in 23d)
P. goodrichii DS 70(0%)-40(3/23 in 6-7w) and 40(8/23 in 6-9w)
P. gormanii DS good germination in 8-10w at 70°
P.jamesii DS 70(100% in S-18d) and 40(0%)-70(100% in 5-18d)
P.janishiae DS 70(0%)-40(1/6)-70(4/6 in 2-6d) and 40(316 in 7-8w)
P. moffatii DS 70(0%)-40(7/8 in 6-10w)-70(l/1O) and 40(9/9 in S-10w)
Campanulati
DS germination at 40°

P. kunthii

Centranthifolii

P. utahensis DS 70(0%)-40(2/27) and 40(17/27 in 3-8w)
9

Coerulei"":::"'Markedly greater germination at 40°; sowing at 70° results in very low
germination rates. Exceptions include P. pachyphyllus. one sample of P.
angustifolius labeled P. coeruleus. and P. osterhoutii.
P. angustifolius DS 70(3%)-40(0%)-70(20%)
P. coeruleus (=angusti!olius) DS immediate germination at 70°
P. arenicola DS 70(0%)-40(116)-70 and 40(14% in 8·12w)·70(20% in 2·3d)
P. acuminatusDS 70(0%)-40(0%)-7-(1/11) and 40(54% in 4-12w, largely in 1012 w)-70(5%)
P.flowersii DS 70(1124) and 40(11111 in 6-12w)
P. grandiflorus Fresh seed 70(0%) and 40(0%)-70(3%)-40(3%)-70(3%0
DS 6m at 70° or at 40° 70(20%)-40(5%)-70(25%) and
40(100%, indo t., 6%/d)
P.lentus DS 70(4/8 in 2-5w) and 40(100% indo t. 14d, 1.5%/d)
P. mucronatusDS 70(1/12 in 2-3w) and 40(12112 in 3-12w)
P. nitidus Fresh seed 70(0%) and 40(74% in 5-12w)-70(3% in 2-3d)
DS 6m at 7OC> 70(0%)
DS 6m at 40° 70(0%) and 40(95% in 3-8w)
P. osterhoutii DS immediate germination at 70°
P. pachyphyllus DS germination at 70° in 2·3m
P. secundiflorus DS 70(1120)-40 and 40(11120 in 3-5w)

Dasanthera-most seem to germinate best at 70°
P. davidsonii OS germinates immediately at 70°
P. montanus DS 70(0%) and 40(0% ).70(5/40 in 2-4d)
P. rupicola DS a few germinated in 3-8 w at 70°
P.fruticosus ssp. scouleri DS germinated at 70° in 4-5w

Elmigera--seems to germinate best at 40°
P.'WtMrmii 1J)S.?O(lJt%)-40(84% in 2-10w) and 40(100% in 2.8w)
P. wislizeni DS no germination at 70°, germinated when shifted to 40°
Fasciculi
P.~'ius

DS sown outdoors in Feb. germinated in April

Glabri-no obvious pattern

P;aipinus DS 70(3%)-40(21 %)-7 -(9%) and 40(12 % in 3·8w)·70(27 % in 3-4d)
P. glaber DS in 4-6w at 70°
P. hallii DS 70(100% in 1·3w, largely in 3·4d) and 40(0%)- 70(100% in 3-8d)
P. leiophyllus DS Seed sown outdoors in April did not germinate until a year
later, indicating that germination occurs only at 40°

P. leiophyllus ssp.francisci-pennellii
DS 70(0%)-40(60%, indo t 5d, 2%/d)
and 40(50%, indo t 17d, 3%/d)
P. paysoniorum DS 70(2/23) and 40(4115 in 8·12w)·70(1/15 on day 2)
10
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Peltanthera

P. palmeri DS sown outdoors in Feb. germinated in April
PenstemonLight appears to be necessary for germination at least in this
subsection of the section Penstemon.
P. digitalis Requires light to germinate. Not a single germination in numerous
dark cycles with large samples of hundreds of seeds. Germination was
best with seed DS for 6 months at 70° or 40° in 70Light(90%, indo t 4 d,
rll'st order rates with half life of 1.0% Id). Fresh seed 70L(26% in 724d). 40D(0%)-70L(95-100% largely in 2-3d), with either fress or DS
seed. No germination outdoors or using any other dark treatment
70D(0% )-40D(0%)-70L(7%), showing that three months in 70° dark
killed nearly all the seed.
P. hirsutus Requires light for germination. 4OD(0% ).70L(71 % in 4-Sd),
70L(6% in 1-6w}, 70D(0%), and40D(0%)-70D(0%) using fresh seed.
Fresh seed gave 0% germination through ifive cycles starting at either 40°
or 70°.
DS 6m at 7OC> 70(13% in 1-2w) and 40(15% in 8-1Ow) Samples used
hundreds of seeds. DS 6m at 40° 70(2%)~d40(4%). This shows that
the chemical reactions prerequisite to germination were not completed in
DS at 40°. DS at 70° for a longer period may have given even higher
germination.
P. hirsutus 'Pygmaeus'
Also requires light as shown by
70L(65% in 1·11w), 40D(0%)-70L(56%:in 4-8d).Fresh seed gave 0%
germination. DS for 6 m at 70° 70(8%} and 40(0%)
P. ovatus DS germination immediate at 70°
P. smallii Requires light like the closely related P. digitalis and P. hirsutus.
Like P. hirsutus, a preliminaIf 3 months at 40° also
promoted germination as shown by 4OD(0%)·70L(15 % in
8·30d), as compared with 70L(6% in 1-6w}. No germination
in dark treatments 70D(0%) and 40D(0%)-70D(0%). Despite
the low percentage of germimtion, the data is signifICant
because the samples consisted of hundreds of normal-sized
seed coats. There is apparently a high proportion of empty
seed coats despite the fact that the seeds were collected from
a vigorous self-sowing colony. The above data is for fresh
seed and the compable studies on DS seed are in progress.
Caespitosi
P. acaulis DS 70(1/10) and 40(0)
DS 70(0%)-40(1/10}
P. caespitosus ssp. desertipicti
Fresh seed 70(2%)-40(2%) and
P. crandallii ssp. glabrescens
40(84% in 5-12w)-70(5%)
DS for 6m at 70° 70(8%)-40(58% in 3-12w)-70(4%) and 40(86% in 5-9w)
DS for 6m at 400 70(6%)-40(6%)-70(2%) and 40(70% in 4.1~w)·
70(4%)
11

P. crandallii DS 70-40(45% in4-12w) and 40(3%)-70(30% in 3-25d)
P. teucrioides DS 70(20% in 4·30d) and 40(0%)-70{20% in 4-6d)

Dr. John Mitchell as a Botanist

P. laricifolius DS 70(1/10)-40(4/10)-70 and 40(419 in 10.12w).70(SI9 in 2·Sd) A
second sample gave even more predominant germination at 40°.
P.linarioides 40(3n in 1-11 w)

Gairdnerl
P. gairdneri ssp. gairdneri 40(100% in 2·3 my; 70(1/8)-40(0%)-70(0%)
P. gairdneri ssp.oreganus 40(100% in 10.Uw); 70(3%)-40(0%)-70(0%)
Graciles

P. gracilis seed sown at 70° and 40° failed to germinate, but seed sown outdoors
in January gave 62% germination in April.
Humiles

P. humilis DS 70(0%) over three cycles and 40(30% in S·12w)·70(56% in 2·
3d)

P. attenuatus ssp. hyacinthus abundant germination at 70° in 34w
P. virens Fresh seed 70(0%) and 40°(0%)
DS for 6m at 7cr 70(0%) and 40(30% in 4·12w}.70(5% in 1·3d)
DS for 6m at4cr 70(0%) and 40(8% in 7-12w)-70(1%).
Seed collected in March 40(11 %)-70(17%)

P. whippleanus DS 70(20% in 4-3Od)and40(0%)-70(20% in4-6d)
P. wilcoxii DS no germination at 70°, germinated when shifted to 40°
Proceri

P. procerus ssp. tolmiei DS germinated at 70° in 2-3w.
P. pectii DS sown outdoors in Feb. germinated in April
Serrulati

P. serrulatus DS sown outdoors in March germinated in April
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by Kenneth and Robin Lodewick
Eugene, Oregon
During the eighteenth century, Dr. John Mitchell was known as an astute
physician, a pioneering botanist, an innovative cartQgrapher. He wrote on zoology,
physiology, climate, and agriculture, to say nothing[ofpolitics; in later life he
helped in the founding of Kew Gardens. Perhaps the ablest scientific investigator
in colonial America (and the first to be born there),IMitchell is also credited with
one of the frrst works on modem principles of taxo,omy.
Who remembers Mitchell today? A few map rrutkers; one or two botanists,
when they notice the genus Penstemon Mitchell. Ltlt us go back and take a closer
look at the man and what he accomplished.
John Mitchell was born on April 13,1711, in ~te Chapel Parish, Lancaster
County, Virginia, close to Chesapeake Bay. His fau., Robert Mitchell, was a
successful storekeeper. His mother Mary Chilton ~tchell died young, leaving
property to her infant son. John's own talent and thetinheritance, combined, took
him to Scotland to prepare for college. The boy may! have been no more than
eleven when he came to Edinburgh, to live perllaps With relatives. perhaps with a
professor, while being tutored in Greek,logic. and ~matics. In 1729, Mitchell
received his master's degree from the University of~burgh and entered the new
medical school. There he studied botany and the me4tical uses of plants, under
Charles Alston. After two years Mitchell seems to h,ve left for a short period of
study in Europe•. where he must have received his title of "Doctor of Physick."
The young physician returned to practice in tidewater Virginia sometime in
1731. Three years later he moved south across the a&ppahannock River to
Urbanna. in Middlesex County, where he boughthQUse and grounds, built an
apothecary shop and laboratory and started an herb garden., using. the labor of both
indentured servants and slaves. Soon after, John married.
Officially Mitchell was appointed doctor to the poor of the local parish and
served on a local Commission of Peace. Ullf)fficially he spent his spare time
buying botany books and collecting plants. Looking for someone to compare new
specimens with, he found John Clayton (1693-1773), clerk of Gloucester County
Court and later author of the first flora of Virginia. Clayton was corresponding
with a number of American and European collectors. notably Dr. Johann
Gronovius (1690-1762) of Leyden, and a young SWedish botanist who had
recently come to the Netherlands, Carolus Linnaeus. By 1738 Mitchell was
sending specimens and seeds abroad, to Gronovius, ito Professor Alston in
Scotland, and to English collectors.
I3

The unknown species of the New World stirred interest on both sides of the
Atlantic. An informal network of correspondence existed, carrying on the
exchange of specimens and scientific information. Much of this interchange
passed through the hands of a Quaker merchant in London, Peter Collinson (16941768). Collinson urged scientists in the Colonies to investigate that strange
creature, the opossum: how did the young reach the mother's pouch? After doing
dissection, and keeping a pair of possums for two years, Mitchell cleared up
mistaken ideas on the subject in reports presented to the Royal Society of London.
A paper by Mitchell on the evolution of human skin color had been sent to
Collinson and published by the Society, a year earlier: Mitchell argued that blacks
and whites had both changed, to fit climate, from an original swarthiness. Other
research by Mitchell, never finished for publication, was passed around among
members of the American Philosophical Society, just founded by Benjamin
Franklin (then 39). Dr. Mitchell was invited to join. In the autumn of 1744, the
doctor spent several weeks in Philadelphia, escaping Virginia's damp cold. He
visited Clayton's friend John Bartram, called (at 46) "the father of American
botany." Bartram took him to see Franklin and others Mitchell had known before
only through letters.
One paper Mitchell had brought with him described the pine species of
Virginia and the medical uses of turpentine. Another, the doctor's observations on
an epidemic of what seemed to be yellow fever, was to have more effect. His case
histories were detailed and included results from an unusual procedure, autopsy.
His treatments, gentle for those times, had often resulted in recovery. Almost 50
years later Dr. Benjamin Rush borrowed a copy of Mitchell's notes from
Benjamin Franklin, for use during the yellow fever epidemic of 1793.
Mitchell had become frustrated during the 1730s, as he identified new plant
species, with the lack of logic in botanical classification. The Systema Naturae of
Linnaeus (1707-1778) was published by Gronovius in 1737; it would become the
basis of modem taxonomy. Mitchell, who supported Linnaeus, began to write a
treatise on·the principles of classification. Division into genus and species should
not, he said, depend on opinion, but must be verifiable by experiment. A species
contains animals or plants which breed to produce fertile young. Species of the
same genus can interbreed but will have sterile offspring; those of different
genera, if bred, produce either no young, or monsters. Such definitions were
unorthodox, at a time when many botanists, including Mitchell's old professor,
Alston, refused to believe plants reproduced sexually.
Mitchell sent this work, his Dissertatio Brevis (A Short Treatise Concerning
the Principles of Botany and Zoology) to Collinson in 1741, along with a list of 30
new genera of Virginia plants (only ten were actually new). Collinson forwarded
the list of plants to Linnaeus, but was unable to arrange a publisher for the
Dissertatio until 1748, largely because Mitchell wanted to add a third part on
medicinal plants. Nine of the new genera appear in Linnaeus's Species Plantarum
of 1753 and are therefore now identified by an "L." The tenth, which Linnaeus
put into a different genus, is now listed under Mitchell's name and dated from the
second, 1769, edition of the Dissertatio: genus Penstemon Mitchell.
14
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Dr. Mitchell, who saw only one species, could not know that Penstemon
would tum out to be the largest genus of North American flowering plants. He
may have suspected the uniqueness of the large sterile stamen when he named the
genus. Several botanists "corrected" the name, claiming Mitchell meant Pentastemon ("five-stamen" in Greek). Apparently the doctor meant what he wrote,
choosing to combine the Latin pen ("almost") with the Greek stemon into a word
meaning "almost a stamen."
Both Dr. Mitchell and his wife had been increasingly troubled over the years
by sickness, which they blamed on the Virginia climate. Mitchell seems to have
suffered recurring attacks of malaria, not helped by exploration for plants in
mosquito-ridden tidal swamps. III health kept him from his practice. He decided
they must move to a drier climate, in England; perhaps the intellectual stimulation
of London helped in the choice. House, library and medical practice were sold; a
thousand herbarium sheets, seed collection and research notes were packed to
take. Unfortunately, in 1745, England was at war. A French privateer seized their
ship, landing the passengers without baggage in France. Mitchell and his wife
finally reached London. Eventually the herbarium, and probably the other
material, was returned via Hamburg and Rotterdam, rather damaged by travel.
In England the Mitchells' health gradually improved. They must have had a
modest amount of money. The doctor did not go back to practicing medicine, but
he was continually working at projects that might bring income: for instance,
research and writing on the manufacture of potash, much needed in the colonies.
Meanwhile he was introduced by Collinson to a wide circle of scientific friends
and taken to see some of the private botanic gardens then being developed.
An American botanist had knowledge that was needed. Dr. Mitchell met a
fellow Scot, John Stuart, third Earl of Bute. Stuart (1713-1792) was a friend of the
Prince of Wales and a nephew of Archibald Campbell, the third Duke of Argyll
(1682-1761). Stuart was devoted to gardening, the prince and the duke interested
by it. However controversial the parts taken by Stuart and Campbell in English
government (and in the pacification of rebel Scots) proved to be, the two
noblemen were congenial to their friends. For the next 15 years Mitchell acted as
client, agent, and perhaps private physician for either the one or the other. The
doctor advised on garden construction, ordered plants from America, and was
frequently invited to dinner. In the summer of 1749, when Campbell made an
inspection tour of his estates and tree plantations in Scotland, Mitchell
accompanied him. There is no record of payments to Mitchell except to cover the
cost of plants, but the honor of patronage was worth much in itself.
The year before, in 1748, Helen Mitchell had died. So, also, had Mitchell's
father, leaving his estate to Mitchell's numerous half-brothers and sisters, with
John as an executor. The same year Mitchell's Dissertatio Brevis, with the list of
new genera, was published in the Transactions of the Academy of Nuremberg, and
Mitchell's name was proposed and accepted for membership in the Royal Society
of London.
Peter Kalm (1716-1779), a Swedish professor and former student of Linnaeus,
stopped in England during the spring and summer of 1748, on his way to three
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years of journeying through the northern Colonies and Canada. Much of his time
was spent with John Mitchell, who answered questions about the natural history
and customs of both England and America and took the visitor sight-seeing in
gardens and countryside.
Across the Atlantic, French traders and English settlers were coming into
confrontation, in western New York. the Ohio country, and lands claimed by
Virginia. News sent in letters from America was of great interest to some of the
Lords of Trade and Plantations, met by Mitchell when dining with the Duke of
Argyll. The doctor, who had been collecting maps of the Colonies for years in
preparation for a long-planned work on the natural history of North America, told
the lords that most maps were wrong. They asked him for advice; he showed them
his preliminary version of a map of eastern North America. From 1750 to 1755 he
was retained by the Board of Trade and Plantations, with the use of their map
collection and of new maps to be sent by the colonial governors. Mitchell's pay
was the publication rights to the great 3.5' by 6' map upon which he now set to
work.
His chief problem was to find exact locations. The recent invention of the
quadrant (to determine latitude) and of a clock which, being made of wood, could
be relied on at sea (to determine longitude) had made ships' observations more
dependable. Mitchell used naval logs, surveyors' records and traveller's journals
to attempt to locate every town, river and road. West of the Mississippi only the
names of Indian tribes could be entered, but to the east the map was incredibly
detailed.
Mitchell's map was printed in 1755. Often pirated, it was the basic map for
North America for 40 years, used by generals on both sides during the
Revolution, in the treaty negotiations between Great Britain and the United States,
and in other boundary disputes even up to the. 1930s. The map made Mitchell
known and probably brought him dependable income.
'!\vo major activities remained for Mitchell, in political economics and in
botany. His pamphlet "The Contest in America Between Great Britain and
France" appeared in 1757. In it he discussed the economic value of the colonies to
England and urged that if colonial manufactures had to be discouraged,
production from farms, mines and forests should be supported.
Sometime later Mitchell became involved in the founding of Kew Gardens.
The Prince of Wales had died in 1751, but his widow carried on her husband's
plan for a Royal Botanic Gwen. She asked Stuart, who was involved with the
education of her son (later George II!), to help with the project. Stuart asked
Mitchell to take over. He was to oversee the construction of a lake and several
greenhouses, and the bookkeeping and correspondence required by worldwide
ordering of plants. and he may have advised on planning. Mitchell moved to Kew
in 1759 and stayed for two years, when ill health-very likely arthritis-forced
him to leave the work.
Eight years later Mitchell brought out his last writing, on colonial problems,
"The Present State of Great Britain and North America with Regard to
Agriculture, Population, Trade and Manufactures." Here he proposed the radical
16
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notion that poor people needed to grow food rather than pay taxes in buying it and
explained why the Stamp Act caused bitterness against England among the
colonists.
On the last day of February, 1768, John Mitchell died; he was not quite 57.
Living in an age of generalists, and with a wide range of abilities, he had
produced lasting works in several fields. Perhaps the best clue to the doctor's
character is found in his description of the new genus, Penstemon. After noting its
chief feature, the large and decorative sterile stamen, Mitchell added the two
words: "cui usui?" In English, "for what purpose?" or, "what is its use?" There
speaks the curious scientist and the pragmatist-a true American.
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Penstemon deustus

Letters from Robin Members

by Kenneth and Robin Lodewick
Eugene, Oregon

Carl Amason, Calion, Arkansas
#6 Cross Country

Most people think of Penstemon deustus as
an eastern Oregon species. One stand of it is
known west of the Cascade Crest, near the
tunnel on the Willamette highway. Arthur
Cronquist (in Vascular Plants of the Pacific
Northwest) and David Keck (in American
Midland Naturalist Vol. 23:594, 1940) list no
other locations on the west side of the
Cascades.
So when Rosemary Kinkead, who gardens
near McKenzie Bridge, told us she had seen
P. deustus up Horse Creek thirteen miles south
of her home, we decided to investigate. The
plants are there, on scabland at 3100'
elevation, and they are P. deustus. Later,
visiting the University of Oregon herbarium,
we found a number of specimens from similar
locations in the Old Cascade8-{)ne dated
1903. Several plants were collected by James
Hickman. We had never noticed that in his
thesis (Disjunction and Endemism in the
Flora of the Central Western Cascades of
Oregon, 1968). Hickman lists P. deustus from
Cone Peak, Iron Mt., Castle Rock, Rebel
Rock, and Hershberger Mt.
Dr. Hickman writes that all the plants he found are of subspecies deustus. The
ones on Horse Creek seem to be that also, though we will have to look closer at
pubescence next year to be sure. Leaf shape in P. deustus is extremely variable. In
the Siskiyous, northern Rockies, and California, leaves tend to be broadly oval
with big teeth and a petiole. In central and eastern Oregon leaves, no matter what
subspecies, are more often narrow and subentire. The plants up the McKenzie
have long, narrow leaves, big teeth, and no noticeable petiole.
Stands of P. deustus should be watched for on the west side of the Cascades
and their locations and characteristics reported. It will be interesting to find out
the actual range of the species.
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July, 1990
I have a ~umber of Penste{'l£lt;_~~~er which I must put lime or
mix i;~ )¥t$;~~~ soil or the plants perisb. I have a few P. smallii that do
well for me, but most of the place is too shady, top poorly drained and not enough
lime in the soil to succeed with the western speci~, those jewels of the genus that
are so delightful in the West, on mountain tops, tbe sides of rocky canyons. I have
had failures with P. tubaeflorus partly because I ~ve to grow it in shade and it is
a sun-worshiper. In the dry hills of Arkansas and parts of Oklahoma, Texas and
Louisiana where there are no pine trees to shade out, it seems to prosper.

,t

July 18, 1990
Here it is mid-summertime of constant mowiqg and watering. June was wet in
the first half, later it became hot and daily tempequutes were 90°_100°F, and
rainfall has not been adequate (usual situation). Bjut July has brought water and
cloudy weather (temperatures in mid 60s, high ge,tting about 90°) and frequent
misty showers, but no real rain. It has been of some help to the farmers and
gardeners, but the rainfall is still not adequate.

:;i!~~~~~~~~dm~t4~~h:::~~:;1H~fa~~~

wO:d::wiria
it
seems to be universally grown where penstemon~ are grown. I had a few P.
murrayanus to bloom but ;they demand lots of sUI} which they do not get because
of my woodland conditiohs. Penstemon laxiflorua, is common on sunny roadbanks
in dry situations. I did have a poor showing of P. lenuis this year, and it seems my
P.MMJnstmus;.Rtl4i1aejlorushave died out. I ~ again trying some of the
western species and a precious few are holding oq and growing in their
community seedling po~. One that I have singled out for observation is one P.
pinifolius; Can anyone tell me if this needs sweet pr acid soil? Perfect drainage
and full sun seems, to me, to be two demanding ttaits as my efforts always result
in dead specimens when winter is over-poor drainage, I presume.
I had one weak stem of a recently purchased plant of P. barbatus ssp. torrey;
(plant from Rockhill Nursery of Hillsboro, Ohio). It was red, tubular and still
alive as of this date. Just what penstemons I have !in seedling stages outside at this
time I don't know. It is much too hot and dry to transplant them out I also have a
big package of Penstemon Special, a collection of eight species, and this deal
came from Plants of the Southwest-1912 Second St, Santa Fe. NM 87501. The
seeds came in April and that is too late for seedli~ growing here, but I will plant
them out this fall unless some other advice is forthcoming from this rooin. SpeCies
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are P. alpinus, P. barbatus, P. grandiflorus, P. jamesii, P. palmeri, P.
pseudospectabilis, P. secundiflorus and P. strictus. Soon Mother Nature will be
sowing her seeds and that is when I plan to sow mine.

Mar Carter, Rochester, New York
#15 Cross Country

December 1, 1989
Some of you know that I gave up (or was forced to neglect) my garden of 10
years on Lake Bluff Road on the south shore of Lake Ontario when I returned to
work in 1968. I learned there a great deal about dry shade gardening and of course
became a penstemaniac. Carl Worth, Claude Barr and Bernard Harkness were .
wonderfully helpful. My present workshop is located in an old factory building on
the third floor with access to a fairly large roof area of an adjacent wing, tar and
gravel surface, full sun and hot with an eastern exposure. Shade begins to advance
over the area between one and three o'clock, but does very little to dissipate the
accumulated heat. In winter the three-story section cuts the bitter northwest winds.
The general climate of the area is Zone 6, Lake Ontario making a strip along its
shores into ideal apple, cherry, grape country. Rainfall is around 35". A good deal
of lake effect snow is produced but generally can't be counted on to stay for cover.
Altitude 600'.
From the above you mayor may not understand why I requested to be in a
Drylander, Short stature or Rock Garden Robin. First of all, three years ago, I
brought about 15 plants which had managed to survive 18 years of neglect and the
dry shade here (in 7" by 8" pots) from myoid garden and plan to keep them in the
shady area mentioned above. Watering two to three times a day can soon defeat
me, and I began moving to larger and larger pots. Five [plants] survived the heat
and the winters; the rest succumbed to drought or theft by roof wanderers. One of
the five is a penstemon, probably 'Rose Queen'. This year my pots range in size
from 8" x 8" to 20" X 14" and are filled with plants from Lambs and
Siskiyou-mostly penstemons planted this fall. I have a cold frame area and a
wind-shielded area and a covered area for some of the drylanders, and the snow
right now is 8" deep overall. My seed order to APS has gone out and as usual my
plans are too grand. Never having had a place to plant out the extra seedlings has
been my Greatest Frustration.
Shirley Backman, Reno, Nevada
#13 Directors, #16 Cross Country & Overseas

April 17, 1990
My daughter just brought up the seedlings we started in the "Accelerated
Propagation System" (APS). The seedlings are in a polystyrene tray of 40 cells
with a ciliary mat under them and under that a two quart reservoir. I think we used
the professional germinating mix that came with it. What didn't come up was P.
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laetus, P. auriberbis, P. eriantherus, and P. gairdneri, and I only had P.
grandiflorus seedling. What is up is P. c/utei, P. centranthifolius, P. peckii, P.
venustus, P. campanulatus, P. triphyllus, P. whippleanus (only a plant or two), P.
neomexicanus, P. superbus and something I can't read. The leaves don't bear out
what I almost deciphered as P.fruticosus. Penstemon barbatus, 'Utah State',
Hyacinth Flowered and Scharf hybrids of various sorts are up & a couple of
'Coaldale' which looks as if they need Greeno!. Tomorrow I'll put the hybrids,
most of those which look vigorous, outdoors, as well as P. ciutei, P. venustus, P.
campanulatus, P. neomexicanus, P. centranthifolius and maybe P.jruticosus,
because they are rather thick. I plant quite a few seeds to a cell. The others either
germinated late or poorly. Lori grew them under lights in unfinished parts of her
house. The plants should do well as long as the situation they are in is all right
because the weather is warm enough (almost too warm) for growing well. I trust
that I can keep them wet
The transplants from last year's seedlings didn't survive as well as I had hoped
in what I expected to be choice locations, but there are lots of new things that
should bloom. I planted other penstemons in a mixture of half peat and half of
what the new rock and soil hought came closest to "grit."
Eric Horton of England from my robin says with the addition of Osmocote, he
uses grit as his all-purpose mix. I put it in a peat pot flat-<>ne type of seed per
cell instead of two per cell as in the APS flats. There was a green mat that Lori
bought that was supposed to stay wet if one end was in water. I couldn't keep the
cells wet enough on my porch and I decided I would soak and freeze the sections,
cutting them apart and leaving them until next year when I would plant them in a
large container.

Frances Burrell, Lovell, Wyoming
#6 Cross Country, #13 Directors

AprilS, 1990
On the porch are nice seedlings of P.clutei, P. pinifolius, P. ovatus, P.
cyaneus. P. rydbergii and the Hyacinth Flowered penstemon. Penstemon
grandiflorus and P. cobaea planted a week later show no signs of germination.
Nor have P. speciosus and rydbergii planted in Parks' Park Starter germinated. I
vaguely remember having had total failure with those supposedly fool-proof
mediums two years ago. I wish I had remembered that fiasco in January when
these seeds were planted. Germination was excellent in my regular pots-most of
them were planted too thickly and there will be the distressing and wasteful
thinning out. As I have one regular pot of P. rydliergii that germinated. There was
no germination in the Parks Starter; that is another indication to me that they are
no-no for penstemons.
Penstemons survived the winter well. All did not survive the zealous clean-up
man. I wasn't here to ask him not to clean out the leaf filled beds. Shallow-rooted
penstemons thus disappeared with the leaves.
Letters from Robin Members
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May 26, 1990

The 159 pentemon seedlings are diminishing, as expected. More will find it

difficult to survive summer's heat and other trials. They have been in tiny pots,
sitting on the back step, exposed to our chill and strong winds. Most look strong
and healthy, but my attempts to plant them in the beds are at an end for their root
systems are poorly developed. Too much stress from our unpleasant spring. Never
again will I use Park Starter for pen~temons. Germination was zero except for
four P. speciosus. In the regular mix there was a forest of seedlings. The first P.
procerus and P. humilis are in bloom. They may help fill out the small Memorial
Day bouquets. Memorial Day is always one week too late for the many tulips and
the likes, one week too early for iris and peonies.
October 2, 1990
The many seedlings of P. clutei. P.?lJVatus. P. pinifolius. P. spectabilis, and P.
speciosus surprised me at times. The tall P. pinifolius bloomed with rather dinky
flowers. Possibly I should have removed them? One very tall P. clutei has fat pink
buds. I suppose its height is the result of benefiting from the lawn sprinkler
system. PeQStemoll. ovatus loathed our hot summer-up to 104°! A. few survived.
Penstemongr~or;~.and P.· cobaea never germinated. One P. rytJbergii made
it, and I am not very sure that P. cyaneus will survive the winter. The real
successes were with P. clutei and both the tall and short P. pinifolius. which are
many in several different beds~l~eQStemon speciosus troubles me, as it remains
the same size, same number of leaves flat to the ground, no stem, as when it was
planted in June. Not only excessive heat caused losses but also some kind of a
worm grub, small, notch-head and white, that invaded the root systems of
established penstemons. Those plants were discarded and diazinon dug in here
and there around others. At least this year I didn't have mildew susceptible pents,
nor those attacked by the insect that blackens the buds and stems.
Seed collecting was delayed until almost too late. as there were only four days
in August when I did not have guests and on those days I was a zombie. In late
June on a family picnic a wonderful spot for P. aridus was seen. Upon returning
two days later it was sadly evident that a cloudburst and resulting mud slide had
wiped out that heavy stand completely. Forever?
Carl, I almost gasped when I read that your July temps were mid-60s to 90°,
for we were being scorched. My many new seedlings of P. pinifolius, both the
shon and the tall are doing very well in my alkaline soil with alkaline water. I see
no reason why seed from the Southwest nursery couldn't be planted now.

Virginia Carlson, Fullerton, California
#7 Cross Country, #11 Cross Country

June 4, 1990
Rich and I drove up to Canada where we saw some P. davidsonii in a botanic
garden in Vancouver, the Bloedel Conservatory and the University of British
Columbia Botanical Garden in Vancouver; the Butchart Gardens near Victoria
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were almost an anti-climax as far as plant material went, but the Sunken Garden
setting is spectacular, and the baskets with Schizanthus, or butterfly flowers, were
gorgeous. We came home to fmd that it had rained, which was certainly welcome.
It has been a cold spring but very dry. Today, however, it is in the 90s for the
third day. I have an old Bruce Meyers hybrid in bloom with rather large flowers in
pink with a white throat. It liked the cold weather. I think I should shear it off at
the ground level in early spring. We had freezing temps four nights in February,
24° and 26°F, the coldest I have ever recorded here. Cuttings of P. spectabilis
were just beginnings to root and three or four died. I don't have a greenhouse, just
an open lath house. I sow seed into 4" pots, as flats are too shallow and dry out
too easily in sudden heat waves. I add calcinedlclay (cat litter) to potting soil,
sometimes. How much dolomite do you add to 'a gallon of mix? Where do you get
mushroom compost? We have friends with two; burros so I have been getting
stable-generated organic mulch for mulching my rose bushes so that they will
need less watering.
Is P. davidsonii ssp. menziesii pink? A pink plant was labeled that in the
Vancouver Garden.
.
July 9, 1990
We didn't have a freezing temperatures in e$'ly winter, but on two consecutive
weeks in February we had mid-20° temperature,s which froze a lot of things here,
including geraniums that were several years old. Some of my begonias are now
getting back to the size they were, but rooted cdttings didn't come back. We also
had 3.5" of rain which we sorely needed, but we are still dry and trying to
conserve water.
I lost my seed list temporarily, so I ordered seed from Plants of the Southwest
outside of Santa Fe, and have some P. angustifdiius. P. heterophyllus, P.
pinifolius, and seedlings. Also some Erigeron sleciosus and Maximilian's
sunflowers. Some pots -bave only a couple seed1;.ngs. but there are a few in all
pots. We had horrendously hot weather in late Jbne and I haven't planted
everything out yet but will soon. They may need shading for a day or two to
adjust.
I put the pots in the fridge for a month after seeding them. My Bruce Meyers'
pink is still in bloom. I think the frost sent it into a partial dormancy and induced
more bloom.
October 14, 1990
We drove through Riverside today as we went up to our cabin via Hwy. 60 to
10 and then up to the Forest Falls area. It has been a very dry summer, but there
were apparently a couple of "gully washers." I nbticed a large, new, thick stand of
incense cedar and a stand of seedling P. grinnell;;, so there must have been some
moisture. Nothing much grows on our lot except the natives; nothing I introduced
has survived. The Kelloggs oaks were changing iCOlor along Mill Creek Canyon.
We have both live oak and Kelloggs on our lot i
I set out my fewP.heterophylius, P. cyananthus. P. parryi; P. angustifoliusand
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P. pinifolius this summer and started some more seed from the packages this fall. I
stored the seed in the fridge in a ziploc bag. I find that penstemon seeds often
germinate readily when kept in this way. Some of these germinated in a couple of
weeks.
Thelma Chatfield, Seattle, Washington
#13 Directors, #20 West Coast

May 14, 1990
This robin has much to do about seed sowing and many methods, some new,
like Shirley's. My alpine seeds were put in the freezer, encased in plastic, for three
weeks and seem to be coming up fine. But what is your experience with bringing
on the seedlings? Cold frames, raised beds, or what? With three kitties and
numerous raccoons, any soft earth here must be protected by wire nettings.
I had that scale problem on my penstemons years ago-brought it in on a wild
plant Cut off all branches and burned them, sprayed the area and in a few days
added a mulch of sand and leaf mold. No trouble since. Penstemon 'Crystal' has
been blooming like mad for so long, 30" of it, in back of blue Lithodora, with a
few buns of rose Dianthus for accent. 'Crystal' holds its stems up well but browns
badly as it goes over. Will save seed if anyone wants it.
Dr. Philip Cook, Burlington, Vermont
#8 Small Pentstemons
Whoops! I probably should never have mentioned algae, especially since I can
provide relatively little advice for its control. My "formula" with respect to algae
is as follows:
Light + moisture + nutrients =algae.
Obviously, conditions necessary for growth of any green plant will also
support algae growth. The best approach is to separate light from the moisture and
nutrients by keeping the soil surface covered with stone chippings and the pots
(especially clay ones) covered by placing them in a slightly larger plastic
container. Many (but not all) algae are fairly sensitive to copper so a few pennies
around your plants might help, but I'd be a little concerned about long term buildup of copper around the roots, especially in potted plants. Actually, a far worse
problem for me is that of liverworts. When they frrst arrived in the garden, I was
grateful for a good source of material for my class in plant morphology. Now,
however, they have become a serious nuisance and can quickly cover the smaller
alpines or young seedlings. They are spread by splattering of rain drops and it is
impossible to keep pots kept in the open uninfected. Even in the garden, they form
a turf that is tougher than grass. I've read that permanganate can be used for
control but, again, I'm concerned about the buildup of maganese in the soil. Does
anyone have experience or suggestions for liverwort control?
My first penstemon, and still my favorite, is one which I purchased about 10
years ago and was labeled (I believe) asP.davidsonii .. lthink that it is P.
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davidsonii ssp. menziesii, but I've learned not to trust labels and if anyone has
some reservations about the identity of the plant in the accompanying photo,
please let me know. It forms a very compact mat and the glossy evergreen foliage,
which is relatively broad, shows just a trace of teeth. It is covered with what I
would describe as light purple flowers during May. I have it growing on both
south-facing and north-facing slopes. There has been virtually no die-back and,
while quite a few of the leaves suffered during the past year's "open winter", it
can tolerate -20°F with no snow cover. Attractive, hardy, and care free-what
more can one ask?
There are several other related forms that have been successful for me and
some questions have arisen concerning their identity. I purchased a plant from
Siskiyou labeled P. davidsonii ssp. menziesii 'Broken Top Mt' three years ago and
it has done well. The foliage is slightly glaucous and the flowering stalks have
well developed leaves--characters which argue against its being a form of P.
davidsonii ssp. menziesii. Does anyone know its origin? Could it be a hybrid or
form of P. ellipticus (I am not familiar with the latter species)?
I acquired P. davidson;; (ssp. davidsonii?) this spring, again from Siskiyou, but
so far it seems to be a much looser plant, and itdoes not seem nearly attractive as
the P. davidsonii ssp. menziesii (if that is what it is). Penstemon rupicola is doing
all right although it seems to be prone to die-back; a clone labeled 'Diamond
Lake' seems to be more robust than the original and is very showy. What about
'Brietenbush Blue'? It appears to be related to this group. Penstemon cardwellii
'Floyd McMullen' carne through last winter OK but failed to flower this summer.
Penstemon newberryi-how should it be grown?
When plants are received in the spring, I usually pot them up and put them out
in the garden later, often in August. On two occasions,l. newberryi died in the
pot. Last year I finally got one into the garden and, through ignorance, planted on
the south-facing slope. It looked totally dead this spring but I'm a procrastinator
and didn't pull it out. Lo, it put forth new growth from the base and there are now
several healthy branches. I'll try to give it some protection this winter, but should
it have a more northerly aspect?
I have plants grown from seed labeled as P.fruticosus but must confess that I
haven't examined their privates to see if they indeed do belong to this group. It's
reasonably attractive but certainly not showy. In looking over my list of plants, it
seems that the Dasantheras do predominate but there are a few others which have
been successful that I'll comment upon later.
Betty L. Davenport, Apple Valley, California and Sumner, Washington
Robin Coordinator, #2 Photo, #6 Cross Country, #7 West Coast, #10
Southwest, #11 Cross Country, #13 Directors, #14 Cross Country, #15 Cross
Country, #20 West Coast
February 14, 1990
I finally got to Rancho Santa Ana. The most impressive thing was to find no
charge to enter the grounds. At the other gardens there was always a charge. We
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found some bloom in late December. Even one spike of P. spectabi/is was in
bloom. It was still in bloom two weeks later.
After I knew we would be here at least a year, I started 34 flats of seed. I used
a 1-1-1 soilless mix and placed the flats outside in a sheltered area. This was done
in early November; another year I would wait until late December to plant the
seed flats. Several seeds germinated and I later lost the seedlings due to cold
weather. I lost all of Kecldella ternata and P. superbus.
Germination has been spotty due to the cold nights (20°-40°F) and the days
alternating between 40° and 75°. I suspect that I will have better germination
when the nights have warmed up. At this time I have a lot of seedlings from K.
cor4ifolia,P. pal~. P.'clew!ltmdii, 'Mexicalii', 'Mexicana' and a few plants of
theP. at."uatus, P.mctrtus, P; linarioides, P. rostrijlorus, P. eatonii. P. deustus,
P. aridUSi P. centranthi!olius, P.jloridus; P. digilalis, P; buckleyi. P. caesius, P.
'Parishii'aJKiseed·from Bruce Meyers' Mexican hybrids from my Pasco Garden.
Before the move the mature plants of P. clevelandii and P. superbus both had
flowers stalks which were loaded with aphids. The fIrst night after the move we
had a temperature of 20°F, and I haven't had the time to really look at the plants to
see what that night did to them. I was just too tired to move the plants inside the
garage. I sure love P.floridus. I thought I had enough seed to send to the Seed
Exchange until I cleaned them and found a lot of the pods empty. So far I have
three seedlings coming. I don't know how hardy it is.
In January we had several storms that brought snow to the area which hett)ed
replenish the moisture in the soil. We are still under the normal rainfall for the
area and wildflower production probably will be poor in most areas as the rains
came too late. Most of the storms are bypassing southern California. A northern
storm arrived today bringing with it high winds, little moisture and cold
temperatures. At 8 p.m. it is already 32° so by morning it will be down in the 20s.
So we just brought all the plants into the garage. Some are showing wind damage
already, so I probably will lose some.
A good time of the year to see wildflowers in the San Gabriel Mts. is around
the middle of June and at Shermans Pass the fIrst two weeks of July. You need to
come in March to seexP, allxlmwgi{l.alus. It is gone by late April.
March 7, 1990
Sunday we took a short drive. We stopped to check on the Keckiella and
Mormon Rock penstemon. All survived the cold weather and are starting to grow
again. We have not been out to the area where P. albomarginatus is growing. The
BLM botanist was out in early February and said she saw no plants. The area has
now been given a yellow flag meaning that a sensitive plant is growing there. She
said 90% of the population is on BLM land; the rest is growing on land belonging
to the railroad.
Another project was going through the bulletins and updating Ralph Bennett's
Variety list that I found in an issue. Dale Lindgren would like to see it printed. So
I have been doing some extra research to add varieties from other sources. As of
now it is around 30 pages in length. The suggestion was to put it out as a
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supplement to the bulletin, but because of the length it may be necessary to put it
out as a separate booklet. I have also started putting old seed lists in a data fIle. I
feel this will give some information as to which penstemons have been
successfully grown over the years. I have started to put Robert's photos in a looseleaf book.
April 8, 1990
A robin member suggested that I write the Idaho Highway Department about
the penstemons being placed along the Idaho highways. Mr. Rinard sent me a
copy of a portion of the Federal Highway Act pertaining to wildflowers, Idaho's
plan, and a book of Intermountain Native Flora. The act requires the states to
spend 1/4 of 1% of the total cost of highway land$Caping on native flowers. In
certain cases this amount can be waived; Idaho spends more than the required
amount. They have a basic mix that contains 3 grasses, one lupine and one native
species. This mix is varied according to environ.tal factors such as soil,
rainfall, temperature, and whether water can be gilven at planting time. In some
cases only grasses are planted; in others the lupin+ is dropped and 2 natives are
seeded; and in any case additional natives may be!added to the mix. They have a
basic mix for northern Idaho and another for soutlern Idaho. In northern Idaho the
natives include~~At""I~:iOuthern Idaho penstemons
are P.;~'1':'e~ Natives are selected \from the above-mentioned book
and are all native to the intermountain area. Criteria for selection include the
commercial availability of seed and its cost. This book lists about 125 species of
penstemons; some excellent Idaho natives are misSing. Seed of these natives is not
available commercially, however.
June 4, 1990
I started my seeds too soon and as a result latet lost the seedlings due to cold
and windy weather;'i~allKeckielliHernata,P. ,uperbus, P. itacertus and most
of 'P,' clevelandii. Better germination did not occUI"lwhen the nights warmed up as I
had hoped. Penstemonsptctabilis, P. eatonii, P. sdperbus, P. pseudospectabilis,
P. jamesii and P.' centranthifolius have fInished bl«>ming; P. hawudii, P. clutd, P.
pinijolius,(tall type), P; cyaneus and a couple of PJ ba,batus hybrids have flowers
as of this writing.
At the end of May I stopped at a local nursery to buy some pots and found plants
of P. hirsutus 'Pygmaeus' for $5.99 and pots of the red Delphinium nudicaule for
$2.99. The clerks had no idea what treasures they had. I bought both. Later I
found some plants labeled "penstemon mix" at a discount store. They look like
my Scharf's hybrids. My impression with them was not high as they needed
watering and colors were faded, so Scharf's material is not lost, but selection is
apparently not being made.
The BLM botanist sent me a copy of the study done by BLM and California
Fish & Wildlife on P. albomarginatus. Trips out to the site show that the area is
completely dry and only a few plants managed to poke through the ground. There
was no bloom this year.
Letters from Robin Members
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Memorial Day weekend we spent in the southern Sierra and the Owen Valley.
APS member Jack Goertzen went with us. In one sense it was a successful trip
and in another a disappointment. It fell short of my expectations as we did not
find a couple of penstemons that I would have liked to have located. However, we
did fmd a couple of new ones for us and were able to show Jack some others. We
found 4 penstemons that were not in bloom and identification will have to wait.
Our first trip was t(tYc~atd~; ilbave never seen so much bloom as we
approached the pass. We stopped at one place and took photos of Lupinus,
Encelia•. ()Molh.el'a. Paroseia, Ph.qcelia species, Mirabilis bege/ovii ssp. aspera,
Crypt~panamintensis. Echinocereus engelmanni. Echinocereus mohavensis,

and Purshia glandulosa.
Next we checked out the area were we had located a penstemon which I was
calling P. scapoides. To our delight it was in bloom and proved to be P. con/usus.
Our next stop was at the stand of P. floridus where we found the plants drooping
over from lack of water. We left early Sunday morning for Bishop Creek where
two penstemons are listed as growing. Our first stop was at about 9,000' where we
found a lot more of P. con/usus growing on the hillside.
Next we took the road that followed McGee Creek to an area called
Buttermilk Country. Here we found more non-blooming penstemons and a single
Calochortus species. We then traveled up Pine Creek; again we were too early for
most of the bloom. However, we did fmd the lovely blue Gilia capitata. At this
time it started to rain very lightly. We then traveled up Little Pine Creek and
headed for Glacier Lodge. Between 7,000' and 8,000' we found the other
subspecies of P.floridus; I need more study to be sure that I haven't mixed them.
Both are a deep rose-pink color with blue-gray serrated leaves. Height is 3-4'.
Both like dry sandy areas. On one the corolla grows parallel to the stem and on
the others the corolla is perpendicular to the stem.
At the end of the road we found P. conjusus, one I feel might be P. papillatus
and a couple not blooming. Rain was coming down moderately by now. We still
had about three hours of daylight and decided to take the road called Death Valley
Road. This road takes off to Westguard Pass. We discovered a large stand of P.
floridus growing both in the wash and along the road. We continued until we
reached the top where we found two more non-blooming penstemons. We wanted
to show Jack P. incertus so Walkers Pass was our destination Monday. We found
it in bloom. Last year's plants were 4-5' high; this year most of plants were under
3'. The cattle had grazed the plants without harming them. As we got closer to the
Victor Valley we encountered a spring storm.
The first of June we drove to the site of P•.~niCItiS.We found it just
coming into bloom along with a lot of other neat plants. On the drive we saw lots
of P•.cenlranthifoltltiS and P. spectabilis. With recent rains, the mountains are
turning color with many different flowers. They also look green instead of brown.
October 12, 1990
We made it to UC-Riverside Botanical Garden and Theodore Payne
Foundation before leaving California. I feel the Riverside Botanical Garden is.one
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of the best I have seen in the Southwest. I just wished we had more time to study
the plants. The succulent garden was outstanding. There is a large area of plants
from Baja California and a good section on Aloes (a favorite of mine).
Before leaving California we took one last trip July 4 to Shermans Pass. Jack
Goertzen went with us. We left about 6 a.m. and drove about four hours over the
Mojave desert. Jack was beginning to wonder where the flowers that we had
promised he would see were. We stopped along the Kern River for the traditional
Fourth of July fried chicken picnic. After this we started to climb up into the
mountains and the first flowers appeared. These were eriogonums, bush MimulltiS
and yellow composites, nothing special. Finally we spotted one lone penstemon. It
turned out to be~f~~:'f"'i·?Short1y afterward, we found a stand where
P. speciosus and P. laetus were growing side by side, turning the area blue. We
started looking for the area where we collected seed in the fall of 1989, stopping a
couple of times and not finding any penstemons. Than we came upon one of the
stations where we had collected seed. It turned outl1O be P. grinnellii, colors
ranging from pure white through several shades oflpink to a deep pink. Stations of
P. speciosltiS and P. rostriflorus started appearing, qften with the species growing
side by side, but never intenningling. ~nstemon rbstriflorllS's colors range from
almost a pure yellow through shades of orange to ~ good red. Jack and I spotted a
deep rose-red flower, but Robert was going too fast to stop. Around the next bend
it appeared again and this time we could stop. To nlY delight it turned out to be P.
newberryi ssp. newberryi,my flfSt view of P. ~rryi in its native habitat As
we were around 9,000' I started looking for P. caesfus. Sure enough. there were
the fust small plants diminished into insignificance by P. newberryi. Other flora
of note were Habenaria dilatus. Sarcodes sanguinea (snow flower),
Dodecatheon sp.• Aquilegiaformosa. Geranium spl, and Leptodactylon ssp.
pulchriflorum. Later I learned the latter two plants were endemic to area. We were
too early for the lily we had, found last year, but did find the plants. This would be
a good area for a Penstemon Society meeting some: year.
In early July Robert was offered and accepted aJjob in the south Seattle area.
The firm agreed to move us north. So late July found us leaving Apple Valley. Our
new home is about seven miles east and south of Sllmner. We are just outside of a
small town called Bonney Lake. Portions of the forest have been cleared and
small developments have been and are being built. 'You have the feeling of living
on the edge of the forest. The yard has sun all day long. I found that my soil is a
sandy loam and drains well. Checking my books we seem to be in USDA Zone 7
or Sunsets' Zone 4. Winter lows are 7°_20°. Our elevation is around 1,100'.
Early October, we drove over Cayuse Pass to Naches and then to Oak Creek
Game Range on the Betchel Ridge Road. I don't think I have ever seen the area so
dry. We found at least three penstemon. One I feel is P. .gairdneri" another one
belongs to either the Proceri or Humiles section and the last one is the tinf'P.
procerus I found growing on Betchel Ridge before we left Pasco~'Penstemon
fruticosus grows in the area, also.
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October 16, 1990

Penstemon havardii is in poor condition. fenstemon spectabilis. P. alpinus ssp.
brandegei and most of the "Gloxinioides" look improved. Most ofthe hybrids are
looking much better. I set them deeper in the ground and covered the stems with
soil hoping to improve their strength. Some surprises are P. clevelandii. all three
are plants of which are looking great, as is P. palmeri and its seedlings. I still have
one plant each of P. speciosus. f. hirsutus 'Pygmaeus'. P. attenuatus. P. venustus.
P. neomexicanus. P. whippleanus. f. linarioides. P. pseudospectabilis. P.
richardsonii, 'Mexicana' and two f. eatonii. P. digitalis, and 'Mexicali'.
Penstemon baccharifolius. P. pinifolius. f . barbatus and Keckiella antirrhinoides
are showing signs of recovering. I am not sure if I have lost P. centranthifolius or if
it is one of the plants that looks like P. superbus. I am beginning to feel that the
penstemon that came from my sister's Prescott, Arizona yard is P. cardinalis. Its
large round leaves fit the botanical description and none of the other plants I
bought in Santa Fe have this kind of leaf. I left one plant at Prescott
I set out around 96 plants and another 23
came from the large pot of mixed seedlings.
There are some interesting leaves among the
seedlings. One could be P.floridus, but it is
probably P. superbus or P. palmeri as I have
both of them and I am hoping that P. laetus is
another plant. A couple look like one of the
plants I got from Lillian Champion as P.
cyaneus. Steve Morgan's wine colored
quilegia given me by Lillian Champion loves
its new environment Both of the bush
Mimulus and Salvia greggii appear to be
alright. Enceliafarinosa is questionable. The
top of the Gerbera given me is dead. Next
spring I will need some fresh seed.

Karlene DeFatta, Keithville, Louisiana
#6 Cross Country

March 29, 1990
I have all these penstemon seedlings coming up indoors under lights: P.
cobaea from Rachel, P. strictus, P. grandiflorus. P. smaUii, Scharf's hybrids, P.
ovatus. P. parryi, P. serrulatus. P. speciosus. I hope I have some success growing
them on. That's the tricky part! Some other seeds have not even germinated for
me. In June, I will give a program on penstemon using the APS slides. I hope to
share seedlings with my friends of the Louisiana Native Plant Society. Next to
growing wildflowers, sharing them is the best of fun. Native penstemons of my
area are P. digitalis. P. tubaeflorus, P. tenuis and P. murrayanus and a little
penstemon that's not very pretty; I have never decided what penslemon it is.
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July 24, 1990
I obtained slides from the APS and gave a program to our chapter of the
Louisiana Native Plant Society, in June. I'm program director, so when you can't get
a program you do one yourself. Members really enjoyed the beautiful slides.
I lost most of my seedlings, in fact all of the special ones. I had a death in my
family and had to be gone too long. In the shock of my sister's death, I did not
think about my seedlings until I was on my way home, three days later. I will try
again; I ~specially want to try the red and yellow f. barbatus and some of the
hybrids if I can find a source of seeds. My. P.murrayanus, P. tenuis, P. digitalis,
and P. tubaeflorus bloomed well this spring.
Jack Ferreri, Verona, Wisconsin
#20 West Coast

October 9, 1990
This year in the Midwest was a premier growing season-for mosquitoes.
Very little in the way of high temperatures combined with lots of moisture (even
the farmers stopped shouting drought) produced a bumper crop. The garden was
filled with buzzing from late July through mid September. The varmints were
alighting and biting right through "Deep Woods Off." Of course, lower
temperatures and generous moisture were also good for the plants. Most of mine
did very well.
I've been putting in a woodland garden, where I'm growing a lot of primulas
and other shade-lovers, and they took off like a shot. It was a good year for the
penstemons as well. All did well with the possible exception of P. incertus,
although I did take to heart some of the Robin's advice. I grow most of my
penstemon in sand beds, and I amended the soU around the plants to make it a
little richer. Some of you advised this, and I was finding that some of the plants
were losing the older leaves on the branches. I've always seen that as a sign that
the roots were missing nourishment or, if growing in a pot, that they were too hot
So I did some careful trowel work and enriched the area around my plants in the
sand bed, down to about 20". When I initially planted them, I put in some soil
around the roots, but this time I added more soil to give them a not-so-spartan
diet This should keep everyone happy for a while.
I've been struggling with moles in the sand bed. I can't figure out why, since
there's really little in there for them to eat I think they're just exuberant with easy
digging and treat it as an express highway to get to other places in the garden.
Seems like they come and go. They'll dig for four or five days, and then disappear
for two weeks. Really haven't hurt any of the plants, but it does force me to go
through the area every day to look for damage.
Hornets are another surprise inhabitant. I should point out that I'm told they're
hornets. I can't recognize what they are myself. They tunnel in, especially around
plants, with holes about the diameter of a quarter. They don't hurt the plants, but
they make enjoying the garden a little more anxiety-ridden, more so for visitors
than for myself. I'm a fatalist in terms of insect bites-except for mosquitoes.
LeUers from Robin Members
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I've been growing lots of things from seed, along with all the attendant
emotional traumas that come with raising rarities from seed. Received some good
Kelaidis seed, DBG, Chadwell, and Archibald seed. The Archibald collections
from the American West were particularly impressive; a ton of desirable stuff,
although it was a bit expensive. I had good luck with the seed from t~e APS
exchange-my first seed from this group. I was surprised how rapidly some of the
penstemon seed germinated. I'm just now getting my contribution ready for
ARGS.
Most of my penstemons are too young to be providing seed for the APS
exchange yet. The Wisconsin-Illiinois Chapter of ARGS visited many interesting
gardens this year in our part of the country. One of the most exciting for me was
Waid Vanderpoel's garden in Barrington, Illinois. Here's some of what I wrote for
my ARGS Chapter Bulletin. I think you'll fmd it interesting.
"Waid grows many woody penstemons and lewisias which bloom and set seed
very happily. Many of the penstemon have grown from seed, although by now
they've hybridized considerably. The plantings include forms of P. davidsonii. P.
fruticosus, and P. rupicola. They always search for hardier, more compact forms,
better suited to the environment. Some are as old as ten years. They've found that
penstemon are not as short-lived as you might think.

,
t
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Jack Goertzen, Riverside, California
#7 Cross Country
June 1990
So far my cutting success has been good. With all the good information sent
me chances were improved. I try to acidity these soils. slightly. The greater
number of plants respond well to a pH about 6.25. Most plants which seemingly
grow better at a higher pH are really responding to the presence of calcium and
magnesium-basic elements. A little lime or dolomite lime will supply that need
with little or no change in pH. Gypsum is a good source of calcium, too, with less
chance of increasing the pH. In The Manual For Beginners, it is stated that the
Ammoniacal (ammonia form) of nitrogen should not be used on seedlings
especially in soilless media since it is toxic. I am not sure I remembered that at the
right time and shall check the nitrogen source I'm using. Reading further, the
instructions say to use fish emulsion. I'm quite certain, sincel it is an organic
source, that fish emulsion N would be ammoniacal and !!Heaven forbid!! the
sources of N in the soluble fertilizer I've been using is all ammoniacal and
Urea-changes shall be made. I have a nutrient mix for the Gerbera which
contains potassium nitrate and calcium nitrate. Let us correct that mistake and see
if results improve.
Small world! I just took my Isuzu truck to be repaired by Allen Meyers. In
conversation I mentioned I was a plant nut. He said his father grew and hybridized
penstemons. My ears perked up, for his father is Bruce Meyers, White Salmon,
WA. What a coincidence!
On to excursions. From April 5-11 I went with a group from University of
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California at Riverside to Baja California. I did find three penstemons: P.
sp'et:rtibUt~ sS"p:"'!'abtnteger.'1'.l!Xtwus affd:1PNer:ltiella. Then from May 26-28 I
had the pleasure of accompanying Bob, Betty and Sandy Davenport on a
penstemon search in, on, under, and around the Bishop, California area. We found
around five penstemons. I hope the flowers and I survive the summer. We've
already had two days of 103° F and several near that. My plants are surviving the
weather for I spray them every day and hand water those in pots when necessary.
The hybrids from Sutter Seed, London, England are large and beautiful. I
replanted them and took divisions and cuttings-many shades of pink, red,
lavender and purple. I got a set of trays from which I have from 16-72 tapered
pots-one piece-and one clear cover, plus trays to go under them for watering. I
got these from Johnny's Selected Seeds, Albion, Maine 04910. They're very
handy. They also include a bag of seedling mix containing vermiculite, peat, and
milled Sphagnum moss, which is supposed to decrease damping off.
I don't like flats either. I transplant seedlings to 21/4" X 21/4" x 5 1/2" square,
bottomless pots (rose pots) in which larger root$ grow well. I get the mushroom
compost from the grower. I think the name is MJ. Palomar Gourmet Mushrooms.
Another place is Rincon MuShroom Farm, 3377rl Valley Center Road, Valley
Center, CA 92082, 619-749-3328. The former is $7.0013 yards. The latter is
#13.0013 yards. The latter is a little closer. They! also ship or deliver; I have no
idea what the cost might be. The mushroom grower in Riverside has his compost
all contracted out to some nursery.
Burro horse manure is a good mulch and often high in weed seed and low in
nitrogen. Any organic matter needs about 2% nitrogen for the microorganisms to
decompose it without robbing the soil of nitrogen so compost should be brought up
to 2% nitrogen by adding some N. While manures vary widely in nutrient content,
horse is about 0.65% . Dry sawdust =about 6OO!1bs/ 3 yards. I'd expect dry manure
to weight less maybe 400 lbs/ 3 yards. So you'd!have to add about 26lbs of
ammonium sulfate to 1 yard of horse and pro~ly burro manure. I usually add
complete nutrient to the compost fertility when 1IIsed. I don't fmd my compost pile
smells. The kitchen garbage is buried within the!mixture of sawdust, rabbit manure
and mushroom compost. These organic sources have a high absorption for odors.
Also, the addition of phosphorus as single super! phosphate helps to reduce odor.
You'll notice that properly composted materials can reach a temperature of
150-170° F. This reduces weed seed and most pathogenic microorganisms. If your
mix is soilless it would need dolomite-wild guess 1{2 tsp/ gallon. Our water
contains magnesium, but leaching a soil can remove too much so its addition can
become necessary. Some places sell soilless mixes with all the nutrients in them
for potting on. University of California mix has peat moss, redwood shavings,
sand and nutrients.
There is a place in Chino that sells such a mix for $21.30/3 yards and I
suppose they bag it also-yes they do $3.30 for 3 feet. The name is O. F.
Wolfinbarger, Inc., 5675 Frances Street., Chino~ CA 91710, 714-627-7481. I got 3
yards of #6 Nutrient Mix with shavings (outdoor mix}-$20.00/3 yards + tax and
license-$21.30. It is good. The UCR Botany Gardens used it beforeUCR began
Leuers from Robin MembeJS
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mixing their own. Youmfght phone or write them for a list or search your phone
book-local high school Horticulture Dept.--<::ollege Hort. dept, etc.-one must
be a detective sometimes-for the right things. My penstemon are growing well
and blooming beautifully in organic mixes. I hope they continue. This hot weather
doesn't favor them. Lath or shade cloth may be next.

October 19, 1990
Betty, I visited Shermans Pass twice and collected seed. Also much seed of P.
californicus and from Big Bear seed of P. caesius, P.labrosus and P.grinnellii.
There are 30 or more bags of seed hanging in my hallway.
I recently potted cuttings of P. rostriflorus, P. grinnellii, P. clutei, P.
baccharifolius, P. whippleanus, and P.fruticosus anywhere from one to ten of
each. Many different seeds-about 26-are overdue to come out of the frig,
waiting for cooler weather which has arrived. At least temporarily, overzealous
gardeners need more room or restraints and more energy! Four penstemons are reblooming and I really expect more as the weather cools: 'Cherry Time',
'Breedlove', 'Chiapia', P. grinnellii and the English "Sutter's seed" hybrids. The
fIrst two and the latter bloom almost all year to a varying degree.
November 3,1990
The Sutter's hybrids I grew from seed I obtained from London. Unfortunately
they no longer ship to the US. I'm assuming mine are the taller variety since some
are 4' tall. They grow easily from cuttings. Where a stalk touches the ground it
will root at every node. Colors are white, pink, red, rose, lavender, purple-no
yellow. Betty Davenport suggested that they are of the "Gloxinoides" series. They
have some bloom all year with many stems. The flowers do not circle the stem.
They tolerate the south side of my house. They might do even better elsewhere.
I grew some cuttings for Betsy Miller. She doesn't have them yet, but we'll
see how they survive in her climate (Wrightwood, California). Her yellow P.
barbatus plant is growing well here. I had 'Sour Grapes' purchased in Palo Alto
but it died here. I have 'Midnight', 'Evelyn' and Firebird' and a rooted cutting
called "Mom's" (Jack's Mother lives in Palo Alto). She bought some and I bought
the others, seven cultivars offered at Woolworth's garden shop in Palo Alto. As I
visit there I'll try again.
Two weeks ago I planted 28 species of penstemons. Three up already are P.
jamesii, P. alpin us and P. procerus x humilis, all seed from Betty Davenport. I
borrowed some screens from my former employer and may clean some of the 31
seed collections while watching football.
Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 27 & 28, I visited a friend in Lancaster. Sunday we
drove up Shermans Pass, the fourth time for me. Since it rained hard August 8
when I was there, a fewF. newberryi and P. rostriflorus were re-blooming. I got
seed of these. Then we went up to the forested area where I remember P.
speciosus or P. laetus ssp. laetus. I collected some seed of these. I remember them
as a beautiful dark blue. I'm going to have to get a backyard stretcher.
~4
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Freda Lipmann Hall
#3 Cross Country
Fall, 1990
There was a sensation on my little rock. A penstemon given to me as a tiny
plant and put into the ground in October of 1988 had taken hold and developed
into a veritable little bush covered for weeks with blossoms of a shade rather more
blue than my slide. To my everlasting shame, I don't know the variety. The label
is lost. Please tell me!! (The plant in the slide looks like P. hirsutus 'Pygmaeus'. BD)
Verla Heitman, Hardy, Nebraska
#13 Directors, #3 Cross Country
March 19, 1990
There is some greening up of the pents, butl am sure I lost some of them. I
know many of the P. grandiflorus 'Prairie Snow' are gone. But, I scattered lots of
seed from them in my flower beds last fall and also planted lots in my seed frame,
so hopefully, I'll have plants. They are a beautiful penstemon in bloom. The
'Bandera' penstemons look great and I really like them too.
On March 12, a nice warm day, I planted 16 packets of seed from the society
seed list They are in the seed frame under cover--<::offee cans (bottomless) with
plastic lids or pop bottles (the tall ones). I still have the best seed germination with
seeds planted in bottomless cans covered with a lid of some sort-plastic bags,
lids etc.
October 21,1990
Where do I start penstemon wise???? I guess with the spring season. I did
have good results with the penstemon seed I ordered from the APS. Not all of it
germinated, but sometimes, seed will germinate if left alone the following year,
and I intend to do that. I had good germination ,on P. strictus, P. hirsutus, P. sp.
from Lodewick, P. unilateralis (P. virgatus ssp. asa-graYI), Scharf's hybrids (blue
and red), and white P. grandiflorus. I was especially happy to have several
seedlings of P. cobaea x triflorus from Dale Lindgren of North Platte Station
which is a George Yingling hybrid. I have not transplanted any of the seedlings
yet but do hope to get some in a permanent home yet this fall.
I am working on tearing up one of my flower borders so I have room to plant
some new peonies and also some penstemons. I also have one Keckiella ternata in
the seed frame. We had a funny spring-dry-warm-very cold-and as a result,
the penstemons and many other perennials seem to have gotten confused and
didn't know what to do, and so did not bloom very well at all. However, summer
and fall bloom of perennials and annuals was beautiful, but the garden got lots of
water and tender loving care by then. The highlight of my garden nursery stalking
days came one day this spring when I purchased a 'Husker Red' penstemon at
Earl May Nursery. I hope Dale Lindgren had the joy of seeing these plants at a
nursery also. He worked so hard to get them into the trade.
Letters from Robin Members
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Getting back to my penstemon seed planting experience, I planted the seeds on
March 12 in bottomless coffee cans. I used Hyponex potting soil with a little kitty
litter mixed in. I sowed the penstemon seeds on top of the mix and then put ice
cubes on top of the seed to provide slow moisture so as not to wash the seed under
too far. The cans were covered with plastic lids or covers and left alone. For some
reason, here in Nebraska, I still have the best results from this system.
Ted Hodoba, Veguita, New Mexico
# 15 Cross Country

~.
~ ~~

Sept, 1989
~e
Despite the lack of moisture, the P.
(
".ambiguus, bloomed profusely along our
local highways. It's one tough plant.
However, P. ambiguus I had planted in a
runoff area which was two years old didn't
survive the drought. I sort of wish now I
would have given it just a little extra water to help it, but I wadted to see if it
could make it on its own. Since I lost it, I've planted a couple more P. ambiguus.
It's one of my favorites, and now I'll have to wait a couple of years more for its
spectacular bloom. In addition I've planted P. superbus. P. secundiflorus. P.
clutei. P. havardii. P. pinifolius. and some unknown species out in our gardens.
My two-year-old son, however, decided P. pinifolius would look better without
leaves and pulled them all off of five plants. I left them planted, and I'm hoping
they'll come back.
From the seed exchange, I ordered P. angustifolius which turned out to be P.
hirsutus and P. pseudospectabilis which turned out to be P. spectabilis. I'm hoping
people will be more careful in their identification in the future. I understand I'm
not the only one who has had this problem.
On Aug 20, the Native Plant Society took a field trip into the Manzano Mts.
near our home. Penstemon whippleanus was in bloom everywhere. The other
penstemon blooming was P. barbatus. With the little moisture the mountains
received, it was good to see so much in bloom. Liatris punctata. two species of
wild geranium, Draba sp., /pomopsis aggregata. Erigeron sp., Aquilegia
triternata. Verbascum thapsus. Viola canadensis. and much more were in bloom.
This was at about 8,000' in elevation in a moist east-side canyon. Additionally, we
saw a leopard frog and a small garter snake which may not seem too unusual to
those of you in a wetter climate, but for those of us in the dry lands who are used
to homed toads and rattlesnakes, they were fun to see.
As you folks in the East seem to be able to grow the Western penstemons, we
can grow the Eastern ones without much trouble by providing them with a little
shade and some extra water. Penstemon hirsutus. P. digitalis, and P. smallii have
all done well for me here. It seems the only ones we have trouble growing are
those nice little shrubby penstemons from the Northwest. We're just too hot and
dry for them.

/
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Eric Horton, Chelmsford, England
#8 Small Penstemons

August 7, 1989
I thought I would start this letter whilst I sat in my minute garden! There is a
storm brewing up and I am looking forward to a few splashes as I write this. It's
been almost impossible to keep everything alive in pots. I used all plastic, with the
exception of pans of alpines that are in heavy clay half pots. I even stopped
potting up as the compost dries out so quickly. I am tempted to use a loam base
for potting. I have to use this on Dianthus as they detest my usual offering of
50/50 peat and grit. Yet all the saxifrages love it, and this year I got seed of some
Oenothera sp. from the ARGS Seed Exchange and O. caespitosa which is a gem
had the weirdest seed pods I've ever seen. I have seed of P. hirsutus 'Pygmaeus'
in quantity and will be donating it to the Seed Exchange, and also seed of P.
pinifolius and P. campanulatus. I had good germination from P. cardwellii with no
special treatment I got the seed from a member in Mononth, Wales. I did pot it up
in more grittier mix and top dressed it with grit. It was sown Jan 9th and
germinated March 6th, was not pricked out but potted on into a 3.5" pot in April.
No heat was used at any stage as with all other seed, even P. eatonii.
I collected seed from a plant I have labeled as P. newberryi but looking at the
Field Guide the leaves are nothing like the description, in fact, most of the leaves
have shed. I got the seed from ARGS. Penstemon caryi from this source looks
interesting very short about 3" tall. The yellow P. pinifolius is P. pinifolius
'Mersea Yellow'. It was a sport of P. pinifolius at Rampart Nurseries just a half
hour's drive from here. My friend, Don Mann,at Forge Nurseries propagated
hundreds from it and it didn't sell. I thought it was a poor yellow.
Thanks for the photo of P. eatonii. What a beauty! I have the seedlings ready
to pot on and will definitely look after it now! Penstemon Scharf's Hybrids are
now straggling all over my bench in the greenhouse, but I like it; one flower is a
pale red with white throat and red guide lines. Also, flourishing is a
Nothochelone. not a small penstemon by any stretch of the imagination, but one
that interests me. I accept the findings on my P. campanulatus and have changed
the label! I think I shall end up changing all my labels!
September 25, 1990
The vastness of America is not appreciated by Brits! Several times we have
had talks on the Alpines of USA and you see maps but cannot grasp the vast
distance over the various states. Amazing, we had a talk by Mike and Polly Stone
of the Scotish Rock Garden and I think of ARGS and APS! They showed pictures
of alpines of the Rockies and, of course, penstemons figured quite a bit. There
were some beauties! My list of "must haves" has grown to four pages.
The seeds I received from an APS member show very good germination
except for P. centranthifolius. Penstemon spectabilis came up and flowered and
it's a beauty. Penstemon havardii looks promising. Penstemon superbus was a
lovely tall pink-budded beauty. One I have been very pleased with was grown
Leuers from Robin Members
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from seed from my penstemon friend in Czechoslovakia, Vaclav Plestil, an
incredible plantsman, I got in touch with via the Robin. He sent me lots of seed of
alpines and penstemons. One in particular, P. hirsutus 'Pygmaeus Albus' is a little
gem, pure white on plants of 15 ems. A winner if ever there was. I had 50 or so
germinate and a good proportion are white. I will try to propagate it 'iegetatively
as well as seed as I have the pale mauve form too, and it may cross.
It has been a very dry season here in England and we have a serious drought
problem. I haven't potted anything up for ages and it's been a struggle keeping
alive all the plants. Most of my heathers have died as the water was treated with
chlorine to get rid of some shrimps in the main supply. The heathers gave up the
ghost and I lost nearly all my stock of about 4,000. I will have to start from
scratch again now that the weather is cooler and we are getting some rain. Maybe
I can replenish my stock.
The alpines were the same but I managed to keep most of the stock plants and
have done hundreds of cuttings. I will try again with seed for new varieties next
season as I belong to three seed exchanges and I also managed a small amount of
penstemons for APS. That's the part I enjoy most, growing from seed. Some are
disappointing and some are treasures. I have Barr's Jewels's of the Plains and
Gabrielson's Western American Alpines to give me a list of plants to go for!
Donald W. Humphrey, Falls Church, Virginia
#11 Cross Country

May 7,1990
I am retired from the National Park Service after 32 years as ranger, naturalist,
biologist, planner and policy officer. For the last four years I have been working
for Green Spring Farm Park where I am employed as a gardener. Green Spring is
a Fairfax County Parle devoted to providing horticultural display and
demonstration gardens for the residents (some 70,(00) of the county. My
introduction to penstemons came from the late Ralph Bennett who was chainnan
of the Potomac Valley Chapter of the American Rock Garden Society. In 1966
when we moved here from New Jersey, Ralph came by to see my rock garden. He
then took me to his place in nearby Arlington where he proceeded to give me two
boxes of plants including P. smallii and P. hirsutus 'Pygmaeus'. I found out he
had started the APS so I joined it. I remained a member for a number of years, but
dropped out of almost all gardening in the late 1970s & early 80s when the
requirements of my work and required travel made it difficult to do a creditable
job of gardening. During those early years I concentrated on eastern penstemons.
In 1984 after retiring I rejoined the ARGS and at one of our plant exchanges I
received a plant listed as P. barbatus which I knew was mislabeled. So I wrote to
Panayoti Kelaidis, then President of APS, to get the Lodewick's address so I could
get a copy of their Penstemon Finder (The Field Indentifer). He sent me their
address and suggested I rejoin APS so here I am, again. For the last three years
I've been growing 20-30 species of penstemons annually. This year I planted 57
pots; a few were duplicate. I used very well drained mix but still have problems
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with damping off of penstemons, more than other genus I grow. Nonetheless, I
have good results overall and have grown and flowered many species of
penstemon. Most I grow in the Rock Garden at Green Springs. Other taller species
I grow in the Syacamore Bed, a very large mixed border of shrubs, perennials,
lilies, etc.
This round I'll just discuss five species that have done well for me here. The
first is the mislabeled plant which turned out to be P. campanulatus of Section
Fasciculi, Subsection Campanulati. This as you know contains generally goodsized plants (3', plus or minus) from Mexico. The only other member of the
subsection that I grow is P. kunthii. For me P. campanulatus is a winner. I grow it
on a wall in the rock garden where it blooms from about June until frost. It seeds
around modestly and plants seem to have a 3-4 'year life span. The form I have has
essentially pinkish blooms held above the dens~ bushy foliage. Young seedlings
(self-sown) in the Rock Garden survived 3° in Pecember, 10° in midwinter and 9°
in February so I would say they have stamina. It is a little large for most rock
gardens and I am using it in the Sycamore Bed ~n a well-drained. sandy, south
facing, sunny position. This is a plant I would flot want to be without.
The second plant I want to discuss is P. kun~hii. Its fOliage is very close to P.
campanulatus. but the flowers are a darker red ~d smaller. Overall, I do not like
it as well, but its bushy habit and sharply tooth4d leaves give it an attractive
appearance on the boulder wall in the Rock Garden. Lodewicks say it reaches 3';
here it is about 12" as of the present time.
I received seed of P. baccharifolius from Mrs. Paul Kane of San Antonio,
Texas. It is also in Section Fasciculus but in a spbsection by itself-Baccharifoli.
This comes from SW Texas and adjacent Mexico on limestone. The Lodewicks
drawing shows small rounded and toothed leaves. However, mine have entire
leaves. The Manual of the Vascular Plants ofTtxas lists it as a 6-16" shrub with
scarlet red flowers about I" long. Mine bloomep very well the first year from seed
and had the loveliest, soft red flowers. The plants all came through the winter in
reasonably good shape. I think it's a winner. It's a summer bloomer.
Penstemon grandiflorus is a plant of my childhood in the southern Black Hills
of South Dakota where it grew in sandy soil along the Cheyenne River. It is in
Section Anularius. It ranges from central Texas to southern Minnesota. Its winter
leaves are evergreen, large, cabbage-y and glaucous. The flower stems may go up
to 2.5' but with me they are generally less than 24" high. All my plants have large
lavender flowers. I grow it in a sandy, sunny, south slope in the Sycamore Bed. It
seems fairly long lived but its flowering period is short compared to the three
foregoing penstemon.
Penstemon strictus is the fifth species. It seems to be short lived here (2-3
years) but sets abundant seed and has been easy to grow for me. This is in the
huge Habroanthus Section and hails from the four comers area of Colorado,
Arizona, New Mexico and Utah from 6,000-8,000'. Ours are purple-blue in flower
color and very attractive when in bloom. I have it in the Sycamore Bed in dryish
sandy soil on the east side of the Sycamore tree. Though I'm not certain about P.
strictus, I believe all the other four are in the summer rainfall zone which I am
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certain helps us to grow them here in the East. Good drainage and the right
exposure and garden location seem to be the most important considerations in
growing them. All but P. strictus get essentially full sun. Incidentally Betty
(Davenport), I have beautiful young plants of P. superbus. Is there a chance it will
survive our winter? I did have P. clevelandii survive and bloom in the rock garden
last year (after which it expired).
Ken & Robin Lodewick, Eugene, Oregon
#3 Cross Country

February 19, 1990
Robin's version of Murphy's law for botanists says that the specimen you
choose to identify is not the normal for the species!! P. newberryi is a southern
Oregon-northern California native, all others have been planted by man. To
answer a few questions, Penstemon is not from "pent," fifth stamen but from
"paen," almost, as in peninsula. (Almost a stamen)
New York bas five penstemons: P. calycosus, P. digitalis, P. hirsutus, P.
pallidus and P. tubaejlot'us.Massachusetts lists the same five. They are mainly tall
and usually white, the exception being P. hirsutus. which is light purple with
white lips.
Connie Marsch, Sunndyside, Washington
#7 Cross Country

April 17, 1990
Yesterday, I made a list of all of my penstemon that are budding, so here it is.
Dish #1, P. procerus (tiny), P. spathulatus, P. hallii, two P. confertus, P. procerus
(mini), P. cardwellii var. roseus, P.fruticosus (pink), P. davidsonii var. menziesii.
P. lyallii, and P. pruinosus; 4" pots of seedlings of P. ovatus, P. procerus, P.
fruticosus var. alba (I hope), P. speciosus; gallon pots of P. ovatus?, P. humilis, P.
procerus. Super cells planted two years ago of P. procerus, P. procerus s~p.
procerus and P. procerus ssp. tolmiei. As you can see, I am looking forward to
lots of bloom.
The list of seeds which are sprouting is too long to list, and there will be lots
of transplanting to do, if I am to keep all of the plants. But I probably won't even
try, since I just don't have the time. Consequently, they will just have to be
thinned.
July 19, 1990
My penstemon plants have been a joy this spring, especially in comparison to
last year. They started blooming in mid-April with P.fruticosus x P. hallii. P.
spatulatus. P. procerus (mini), P. hallii. P.fruticosus and P.fruticosus, followed
closely by P. cardwellii var. 'Roseus' and my precious P. caespitosus. Shortly
there after the pink P.fruticosus. P. procerus ssp. procerus ( several plants), P.
procerus ssp. tolmiei and P.fruticosus ssp. scouleri bloomed.
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In Maya pale pink P. confertus, grown from seed from one with two white
stems on it bloomed. Penstemon barrettiae. P. ovatus,P. hirsutus (violet), P.
confertus (yellow), P. rupicola xfruticosus, another P. procerus (mini), P.
davidsonii ssp menziesii. P. lyallii. P. speciosus. P.fruticosus ssp.fruticosus, P.
venustus. P. strictus and P. barbatus all bloomed in May.
Then in June came P. cobaea, P. richardsonii, P. triphyIlus, and Nothachelone
nemorosa. The P. richardsonii and P. barbatus plants are still blooming. The P.
richardsonii are prettiest I have ever had. Some stems are over 3' tall. They are all
plants which I have grown from wild seed. Also in May there was an unidentified
plant which bloomed for the second time. It has woody stems and lavender-blue
flowers. I picked a stem and pressed it in hopes someone can identify it for me. I
believe the seed came from the Seed Exchange. It is not like any other plant I
have. I believe the description of the stems is "decumbent." I completely forgot to
mention that there were a number of hybrids which bloomed beautifully in the big
pots and one in the garden in the front yard for which I have no name. It is the one
that I gave a seedling of to Betty Davenport, but she says it did not survive.
Our traveling has been rather close to home this year. We checked the
wildflowers over on the Columbia River on May 5th, only to find that we were
too late for most of them this year. Penstemon acuminatus were not in very good
shape and were nearly through blooming. I still haven't had any luck getting them
to grow from seed.
On Thursday, we will finally get away for a few days to go up into the
Cascades. I don't expect to find too many flowers this late, but there could be
some P. rydbergii or P. serrulatus and even some P. rupicola, as I have seen them
at this particular place before. I forgot to mention that P. digitalis bloomed in a
seedling pot and P. pinifolius bloomed sparsely. And, Betty, none of the P.
speciosus seed that you sent me germinated, but the P. cyaneus seed from the seed
exchange did fairly well and I should have several plants that may be big enough
to bloom next year.

September 29,1990
I use a mix of 3 parts potting soil, such as Hyponex, 3 parts of Sunshine mix
(which is mostly peat, with a small amount of perlite that I get from my neighbor
who grows bedding plants), 2 parts sand and 1 part perlite. I did use a sterile
mixture at one time, but find the seedlings grow much better in this mix,
especially when I don't have time to transplant as fast as I would like to.
Operation Wildflower is the organization for which I grow the wildflowers.
We get super cells from Stueve & Sons, Inc. 2290 S. E. Kiger Island Dr.,
Corvallis, OR 97333, phone 1-800-553-5331.
The P. fruticosus seen in the Cascades was P. fruticosus ssp. fruticosus. On
Chinock Pass I have found P. serrulatus and P. rupico/a. And on White Pass I
have found N. nemorosa. I'm not sure about the Humiles type. I always thought
they were P. procerus up there, but have been told that they are P. attenuatus, in
the Wenas area.
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Stan Metsker, Colorado Springs, Colorado
#8 Small Penstemons

Ramona Osburn, Jacksonville, OR
#8 Small Penstemons

November 1, 1989
I have been a rock gardener for over ten years. My specialty is constructing
troughs and growing small plants in them. I presently have P. laricifolius which I
collected in Wyoming, P. cardwellii 'Roseus', P. caespitosus 'Claude Barr',
Penstemon crandallii. and P. acaulis (just barely hanging on). Trough plants tend
to stay small because of the lean fertility and limited root run. The P. caespitosus
'Claude Barr' that is in the scree is like a cabbage compared to my trough plant.
My garden takes up about half of my back yard and will never be done.
Building and rebuilding is very rewarding to me. My space is limited by the size of
our city lot and by the necessity of sharing space with my wife, who loves to grow
roses, large flowers and vegetables. There are several Qf the large penstemons in
my garden including P. pinijolius. My most recent introductions are P. linarioides.
P. procerus ssp. jormosus and P. davidsoni; ssp menziesii. I have always done seeds
in the spring and hopefully I can get some new plants then.

July 30, 1989
My biggest news is that we got to Steens Mt., after all. My husband and I
hadn't had a camping trip together for six years. We just loaded the camping gear
and food in the car and took off. Siskiyou ChapterARGS member, Vera Wilbur,
was also along. She is a friend who had two knee operations and also a hip
replacement several years ago and still has very p~nful arthritis, but has an
indomitable spirit I guess that is what is important. Anyway, Penstemon
davidsonii var. praeteritus was in bloom along the,road from East Rim to the
radio facility overlooking Wild Horse Lake. Although I am ordinarily neither a
lumper nor a splitter, I think this penstemon shoul4 have species status. It has
small pointed leaves, unlike the rounded shiny on~ of P. davidsonii and the
flowers are larger. Roy Davidson thinks it may ha~e some P. fruticosus blood, but
it is really quite different from any fruticosus I ha~ seen. The only other
penstemon I saw was a cluster head type, probablylP- procerus ssp. tolmiei.
Penstemon caryi had one bloom stalk this year~ It is a good deep blue. The
three small plants of P. aridus, also from the Big ~oms, didn't bloom this year,
but may next year. I had to put a window screen o,?er them for protection, as the
neighbors cats tried to dig them up. Penstemon larfcifolius var.laricifolius, a plant
ordered from Gwen this spring, bloomed and has ~t a small amount of seed.
Several P. laricifolius var. exilifolius from seed geQninated last year are doing
well in a cement container but won't bloom this yerae. One seedling Penstemon
alpinus bloomed in a lovely shade of clear blue. Sqme of the penstemon seed
which germinated this spring later died, but others !3te doing well. I hope they
survive the winter. Penstemon haydenii had only tIJree blooming stalks this year
and didn't set any seed, but the plant looks all righ•• I haven't tried cuttings of this
penstemon. Last year's cutting didn't take. Has anjone succeeded with cuttings of
P. haydenii?
I
Three pots of P. thompsoniae in the shade houS¢ look rather gangly-not
enough sun-but there are three tiny plants in one ~f the sand OOPS. that were
sowed directly into the ground. This may be a bett'lr way with tJtp sun lovers.
Eric-It is pretty generally agreed that the plant:.which the English call P.
campanulatus ssp. pulchellus is the one which we 4al1 P. proceru,s ssp.jormosus.
It grows on Mt. Eddy in California, not too,far frq~ Mt. Shasta, and also on the
Wallowas in northeastern Oregon and is a tiny matjwith dark blue flowers on short
stems. I wouldn't worry too much aboutP. eatonii4ust put it in the sunniest spot
you have and give it plenty of room. It is tall, but SO stunning in bloom that I
wouldn't want to be without it. The weather gets p~tty cold where it grows in
Utah and elsewhere, so I should think it wouldn't n~ protection.

Elizabetb Miller, Wrightwood, California
#11 Cross Country

July 13, 1990
This was a great year for penstemon blooming even though our rainfall is
below normal for the fourth year. This year it was evenly spaced from an early
snow in September every few weeks a little rain or snow-until the middle of
June when we had an early thunderstorm with an inch of rain. Today it has beep
overcast with thunder in the distance, but no rain so far. All my penstemon plants
have bloomed, even my Northwest shrubbies. Most have finished, but P.
pinijolius, the yellow P. barbatus. P. kunthii and some of the Utah State hybrids
have some bloom left.
I had several plants of P. campanulatus, but they didn't overwinter.
Penstemon grandiflorus was one that George Yingling sent to me in some seed he
sent when I first joined APS. It comes up here and there, doesn't last long, but is
quite showy. I don't know P. baccharifolius. Perhaps if there is some in the seed
exchange, I will try it. I have also had P. kunthii for quite a few years. Mine only
grows to about 12", but the leaves are only faintly toothed. Otherwise it fits
Lodewick's description quite closely. I especially like it because it blooms later
than many of the others. I enjoy reading all the robin letters. It is interesting how
different our methods and goals are. I want flowers in my garden, but some carry
it so much further-landscaping, flower shows, computers, scientific
classifications, and photography. Isn't it wonderful!
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April 24, 1990
We've actually gotten some rain the last couplejof days. The total now since
Sept 1 is about 10", well short of the 17" we shoulq have by this time. I'm glad
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for the cooler weather, too, as I can get some transplanting done in the garden and
also do something about the seedlings, which are growing like mad. I hate to
throw any of them away, but there are just too many to handle. There are even
eriogonums coming up this year, and Eritrichium howardii, which is supposed to
be easier to grow than Eritrichium nanum.
Penstemon nitidus was the first to bloom. The flowers are small but it is a
delightful bright blue. Then came one with smooth gray leaves and flowers with
blue lobes and a violet tube. The seed packet was mislabeled P. eriantherus. It is
probably a form of P. angustifolius called var. venosus, as the upper leaves are
much wider than true P. angustifolius. The big show right now is being put on by
P. hallii. It has fat purple bells and grassy leaves. Since it is native to the Colorado
Mts. at about 10,000', it might be a good one for those of you with very cold
winters. It is only about 8" tall, and some of you may prefer the taller ones, but the
flowers are large. There are several shrubby types blooming, but I have lost their
labels. Penstemon newberryi is getting ready to bloom. The cuttings came from
along Hwy 395 south of Reno, after the meeting in southern California last year.
Several of the shrubby penstemons have developed scale this year. I cut off and
destroy the swollen, distorted stems, and then tried washing the plants with
rubbing alcohol before trying anything stronger, like Malathion, which I hate the
smell of. One year I had a quaking aspen whose trunk and side branches were
completely covered with scale. I sloshed rubbing alcohol over the entire tree
(fortunately it is cheap), and it got rid of all the scale. Later I washed off the dead
scales with a hose, several months later, I think.
May 8,1990

We had nearly a week of temperatures in the 90s. Then it cooled to the 60s and
low 70s, which the plants and I like better. I can't seem to catch up with all the
things I need to do. Right now this year's seedlings need to be transplanted. My
husband helped me rig up some more shade for all the seed pots. I am still battling
an epidemic of Pittosporum scale. About seven or eight years ago, I had
problem with it, and apparently sprayed at the right time with Malathion to get the
crawlers. I don't know whether they hatch out earlier here on the west coast than
they do in the Rockies or not. I keep picking off the distorted stems and
destroying them, even though it means giving up this year's bloom.
For seeds I used Redi-Earth, a mix of vermiculite and sphagnum, and add sand
and sometimes pumice, especially for penstemon. I top the pots with #2 granite
grit, which seems to solve the moss problem. Because of our mild winters I can
leave the pots outside. They were on our south-facing deck until it got too hot, and
this seemed to get them off to a nice sturdy starf:My tiny P. laricifolius var.
exilifolius is sending up a blooming stalk. It is so amazing to see this penstemon
growing happily in the school yard in Centennial, Wyoming. How does it survive
the tramp of little feet? I like it very much, though it certainly can't be described
as showy.
One of the Penstemon aridus from seed sent by Frances is blooming this year.
There are four other little seedlings keeping it company, which I hope will bloom

a
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next year. Last year I had one stalk of bloom from Frances' seed of P. caryi. It
was a short plant and the flowers were bright blue. This year both plants are
blooming, and they are taller and the flowers a darker blue. Does this sound right?
I hope I didn't get the seed mixed with something else. Both plants are quite
attractive, and I loved the narrow grassy leaves of P. aridus. The P. caryi blooms
are one-sided. Seed of P. 'Crystal' sent me by Thelma is up thickly. It needs to be
transplanted immediately, as with a lot of other seedlings. The plant of P. caesius
Betty gave me came though the winter and has been set out in the garden and has
some new growth. I hope it makes it, as it looks like and interesting plant.
August 22, 1990
The only penstemon blooming now is P. rickardsonii. I transplanted it from
the sand bed where it was crowding out P. ambiguus, and put it in rocky crevices
where it seem happy. A half dozen self-sown seedlings have been potted up for
our fall plant sale. The Lodewicks were here in early June. Robin had a lot of fun
sketching various penstemons. Ken thinks that several of my penstemons,
including some that I bought from Lillian Champion, are misnamed, so I guess I'll
have to be careful which ones I send seeds of tolthe exchange. Actually, two other
penstemons have some bloom: P. thompsoniae and a red form of Scharf's hybrids
which looks very much like P. barbatus. Severa!l of my seedlings grew into husky
little plants, but decided not to bloom this year, possibly because of the heat.
The Tahoe meeting was a lot of fun. Of the many plants we saw during the
three hikes, to Lake Winnemuca, Mt. Rose and Squaw Valley, the one that
impressed me the most was P. speciosus ssp. kennedyi. It has large flowers in
varying shades of blue, including some breath-taking bright blue ones, on plants
ranging from a few inches height to about 8". Iris undoubtedly the same
penstemon that I found in Nevada on the road to Hamilton and couldn't
understand why it had stamens exactly like those of P. speciosus, but was
otherwise so different, in color, leaf form and site. I think it may be easier to grow
than P. sfXJciosus sSPlSfJeciosus. "Penstemon campanulatus var pulchellus" is
closer to P. procerus ssp. formosus than anything else, though the former, which is
grown in Scotland, is a little more open and a lighter blue. The latter grows above
the saddle on Mt. Eddy and in the Wallowas, and is quite tiny. If any of you go to
Drakes's nursery next spring following the Intemational Conference, you may see
the form as it grows in Scotland.
Birdie Padavich, North Bend, Washington
#7 West Coast

September 11, 1990
Last year I had a half whiskey tub planted taP. teucrioides. The plants had aU.
bloomed and set seed-I planted the seed in a sunny spot in the rock garden. I
cover the tub of penstemon with clear white plastic for the winter. When I came
home in March, they were all budded up and nice and green and ;gray plants.
When the weather warmed up, I removed the plastic and for about two weeks they
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were okay; then they started to turn brown. I removed the burnt branches every
day and soon there was nothing left-not one survived. Out in the sunny seed bed,
I had four or five nice plants growing and so far this summer they are growing. I
am going to cover them with glass dome lids as soon as fall rains arrive, probably
October 1.
I've had P. pinifolius in the garden for 15 or 20 years and never gave it any
protection. Penstemons around Lake Ketcheles, especially the ones growing in the
rock, were well dried up before the hot weather left These were P. rupicola, P.
fruticosus and hybrids.
Erma PiIz, Albuquerque, New Mexico
#6 Cross Country

June 28, 1990
While I have not been able to get out much, I've had new penstemons to learn
and reports of discoveries. For the first time I've seen the exquisite California P.
spectabilis, and it is beautiful. The blue is indescribable-insistent, glowing, and
the flowers so placed on the 3' plants that each one is seen, not obscured by
others, yet in all a veritable mass of color. I've been wanting to see P. clutei in
bloom, and what I thought might be a hybrid P. pseudospectabilis turned out, in
my own yard, to be a P. clutei-lovely. Ted Hodoba had given it to me some
months back, and I had forgotten about it because 1 did not label it Penstemon
spectabilis was grown in the beautiful garden of Jean Heflin. She was raised in
California and had wanted to try the plant here. And the other day Ted Hodoba
called to say he had scaled a road cut (a deep one) in Water Canyon near Sorcorro,
New Mexico and had come upon hundreds of plants of P. pinifolius in bloom.
There has been much discussion here about two forms of P. pinifolius, one about
2-3'tall, the other a low cushion of bloom. These were the low plants--and he was
caught without a camera to record the sight! We both wonder about the taU form,
thinking it maybe a hybrid with P. barbatus which is common here. If so, it has
retained all the shape and form of P. pinifolius, taking only the height of the other
parent plant. With penstemons, however, one has to be very flexible--<:onditions
both of area and weather can affect the plants,-and they are very variable,
always. Also, in the preparation of our booklet on New Mexican penstemons, We
came across a few, just two or three species, that are rarely seen, yet recorded
here. Among them is one short one called P. breviculus, blue (intense) but
probably largely like P. jamesii. The flowers are not ampliate as in P. jamesii, the
color very much deeper, and it was said to grow in a very small area in San Juan
County near Colorado. We spent a lot of time on that one, and our herbarium at
the University had specimens said to be found in the mountains near Albuquerque
and other places far from the original location. I have always questioned the
identifications and whenever a short deep blue penstemon is located, tried to
verify it-and it usually turned out to be P. oliganthus. Jean went up to San Juan
County, and located the true P. breviculus, which has a much less inflated tube,
and a less exerted staminode, and I am delighted she found it. The publishing of
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our book, incidentally, has been delayed by conditions beyond our control. We'll
hope it will be out soon, but too late for this year's blooming season. Our searing
heat and persistent drought have affected many plants. In spite of the weather, I
had some lovely pure white P. digitalis (Carl's strain) that gladdened my heart.
They were not as tall, nor large-flowered as others of the same source have been,
but they were beautiful and cool-looking in spite of our stinking hot and arid
weather-103° and 104°.
Barrie Porteous, Agincourt, Ontario, Canada
#20 West Coast

June 29, 1990
We just got back from our trip to Utah and Nevada. I must admit that I had
misgivings about going as I wasn't sure just what we would end up seeing. In fact the
trip was wonderful, the plants being much better than expected and the scenery was
incredible. We flew into Salt Lake City on a Saturday morning and visited one of the
Cottonwood canyons south of the city. That was a waste of time as there wasn't much
to see. We then cut across country to join up with 1-80 and spend the night in
Wendover which was not a good idea as it is right on the border and each weekend it
is filled with gamblers who drive or walk across the state line into Nevada.
The next morning we set off at 4:30 a.m. (they hadn't turned mutinous on me
at this stage) and went into the Hum bolt Range just west of Wells. There was a
wonderful array of alpine plants at the top of the pass which was very unexpected.
White Lewisia rediviva, cushion Eriogonum, vivid Indian paintbrushess and
phloxes, all by the acre. We then cut west through the Ruby Mountains and down
to Highway 50 just west of Pancake Summit which wasn't very good. The next
summit over, Antelope Summit, was excellent and we spent quite a bit of time
there. Just before coming into Ely we tried to find the famed Penstemon Hill,
however we were running out of gas and it was raining. We were to be plagued by
rain and snow throughout the trip and so we decided to come back the next
morning. We did, at 5:30 a.m. (I gave them a lone lie), found the hill and were
able to photograph lots of good things, including three penstemons-although
there were supposed to be six there. The light wasn't very good and I was very
glad that I had brought nothing but 400 ASA film with me.
We then went back to Ely for breakfast and headed east through Connors Pass
and Sacramento Pass. There probably were some good plants there but I don't
remember anything about them. We gassed up at Garrison and headed south east
on Highway 21 to Beaver. I had expected this part of the trip to be very boring but
it turned out to be one of the best days on the trip. Fortunately we were able to
find Penstemon nanus and SphaeraLcea caespitosa, both gems. There was lots of
very interesting cactus all through this area as well as yucca in bloom which made
for great photos using the mountains as backdrops. The game plan was to go to
Highway 189 via 153 but the pass was still covered in snow and we couldn't get
through. We turned back and spent the night in Panguitch.
The next morning, again bright and early, we headed east along Red Canyon,
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where again we found a very nice penstemon, a good blue and only 4" high
growing amongst the bright red rock rubble. One thing we all discovered was
trying to key out penstemons is not easy especially when there is so much to see.
There was never any free time to sit and relax (a trademark of Porteous
expeditions!). We also saw a lot of phlox as well as Leucocrinum. Bryce Canyon
National Park was something of a disappointment as it was raining and the canyons
were filled with mist. In spite of this we did get a few good photos but we couldn't
find the penstemons behind the hotel although our other group did, much to our
disgust. From there, we went to Escalante and up Hells Backbone, which was a
complete waste of time but did provide some moments of sheer terror for the rest
of the group as I was driving! From Escalante we headed off along the Burr Trail
which was the highlight of the trip for most of us. Incredible scenery and 1000'
drops were just part of the excitement. We also saw Calochortus, cactus and about
four new species of penstemons. We spent the next night in Bluff and the following
day one group went off to explore the hanging gardens and Indian ruins while we
headed north. At Monticello we went west right to the top of a peak where there
was some sort of communications station. This, too, was a waste of time as there
was very little in bloom; the view from the tip was great. South of Moab we took
the Manti La Sal loop and again saw great scenery and plants and also, for the
second time that day, ended up in snow drifts and blizzards. From there we went
through the Arches National Park which was OK but not great and then, to save
time, we took what looked like a road going due north but it turned out to be little
more than tire tracks, and just when we thought we were hopelessly lost we spotted
trucks driving down a highway up ahead.
We spent that night in Green River and headed south to Hanksville the next
day. It was here that I almost stepped on a 4' rattlesnake and my screams were
heard up and down the valley for many miles. We understood that there was a rare
cushion Gilia in Capital Reef National Park and we wasted hours trying to find it.
In the end we gave up and north of Loa, in spite of blizzards whipping across the
desert, tried to get on to Skyline Drive. We succeeded but there wasn't much to
see in 3' snow drifts by the road side. The drive out was exciting to say the least
and we ended up miles from where we thought we were as the roads were not
well sign-posted and were also barely passable. By the time we arrived in Price
the mutinous dogs in the other car had left and headed out to Vernal to see a newly
discovered Hymenoxys which, I must say, was very nice. We visited Starvation
Reservoir where there were excellent cushion eriogonums of every color and, we
assume, Penstenwn duchesnensis. After the Reservoir we headed up into the
Uintas, or at least as far as we could get, and barely made it over the pass and
down towards Salt Lake City. Two days earlier and we would never have made it.
All in all it was a very exciting trip and I think we all enjoyed it. Well maybe not
all. One of the occupants of the other car stated that yes, they had a wonderful
time, they had seen lots of great scenery and plants, but they would never, ever,
come on one of my trips again! Makes you wish keel-hauling or hanging from the
yard arm were back in vogue!
Our thanks to all of you who gave us invaluable information for without it we
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wouldn't have been able to see many of the great plants which we were fortunate
to be able to photograph.
Amel Priest, Peru, Iowa
#15 Cross Country

January, 1990
Penstenwn. digitalis (white & 'Husker Red'), P. calycosus. P. pallidus, P.
grandiflorus (different colors), P. cobaea (white, pink, purple), P. tubaeflorus, P.
wilcoxii, P. rydbergii. P. linarioides. P. barbatus (white, pink), two species (red),
P. jamesii. P. strictus. P. glaber. P. albidus. P. neomexicanus. P. hirsutus. P.
crandallii. P. pinijolius and probably a few overlooked species are sturdy and
hardy, putting up with neglect. One thing I have learned: most penstemons will
not tolerate overgrowth by weeds very long. George got away with it on P.
whippleanus, but in the wild it grows in part shade.
Izetta Renton, Snowqualmie, Washington
Robin #7

September 11, 1990
We have found penstemon plants for sale in several places where I shop close
to home. Someone is raising and selling these lovely plants in the medium size
growers. Does anyone knows if Bruce Meyers is still working on hybridizing
penstemons? He did work with them for years and he does sell them. He had
some wonderful things growing the last time I was there. Some of the different
species do well in the barrels and other don't seem.to like it. I've used fish
fertilizer on the shrubbys and little ones with fme results. I've never tried
Osmocote but will see what it works like.
Ann Rosenberg, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
#11 Cross Country

March 7, 1990
This is the time of the year I walk around the garden daily to see what is
growing outside, and then run to the cellar to see what is sprouting under my grow
lights. Most of my penstemons outside appear to have surviVed. I have had trouble
with the names on my labels wearing off and with the short plastic labels heaving
out of the soil. Last year I used a Labelmarker which can be clearly read butlstill
need to find a longer stake for them.
Being somewhat new at growing penstemons, I'm not always sure what care to
give them. I have some whose older large leaves have withered over the winter
and the stems are full of small new growth. Those I've clipped back. The bed is
full and looks good. I'm eager to see the results this spring.
This year I planted my pensteroon seeds from the APS qn February'l8.They
were planted in Baccto potting soil in small plastic containers. I covered the seeds
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slightly though I'm not sure I should have covered them. I watered them, put them
in sealed plastic bags and put them in the refrigerator for 6 days (a random
number). I took them out of the refrigerator and put them under my grow lights on
February 24. Eight days later (March 4) the following sprouted: P,alpinus, P.
cyaneus, P. davidsoni; and P. smallii. Now, March 7, the following are beginning
to sprout: P. hallii, P. davidsonii var. menziesii and P. ovatus.
The following seeds have not yet sprouted: P. gairdneri, P.linarioides, P.
nitidus and P. serrulatus. Remembering that last year my P. superb~ sprouted
several months after the others, I'll try to be patient. I water my seeds lightly with
a clothes sprinkling bottle and this keeps the soil from becoming too wet.
Last month while browsing through the Mann Library at Cornell University in
Ithaca, New York, we saw hard bound issues of the Bulletin of the American
Penstemon Society going back to the tirstissue. I only had time to look through a
few issues. I have one huge penstemon that has lost its label. It probably devoured
it! It is attempting to take over; this will be its second year and it must be 2'
square! It loves the garden! It better be a beautiful plant or it must go! The Burpee
Giant Floradale hybrids I grew were beautiful! We couldn't stop taking pictures of
them. It was a mixed pack of assorted colors.
Patty Slayton, Moore, Idaho
#2 Photo, #20 West Coast

July 8,1990
I will try to obtain some more seed of P. cyaneus this year, I've never
attempted to germinate it myself, but don't know why there would be any
difficulty, do you? The P. lemhiensis is a similar plant, although it has white
patches on the throaL At this time, it is very striking down the east side of Pass
Creek into Little Lost River Valley. It grows into the valleys. My search for P.
pumilus, where I found just a couple of plants previously, was a failure. It proved
to be an old Indian camp site with all sorts of points and scrapers, broken up 1>y
grazing cattle. I have found the P. montanus on limestone only, but that doesn't
prove that is the only place it grows. Someone gave me a start of P. montanus ssp.
idahoensis once, which did not live long. I don't know if what I am calling P.
ellipticus is deciduous or noL I would think not just from the appearance of the
leaves. Penstemon montanus certainly is-it dies completely back and re-emerges
from the rock each year.
Rachel Snyder, Mayetta, Kansas
#6 Cross Country

August4,1990
While the Robin was making its rounds, my penstemon garden came into
bloom and now it is in seed and summer dormancy. I always shear off most of the
spent stems, unless I want the seeds. This year I had a bumper crop of P.
grandif/orus and have two grocery sacks of seedpod stems drying out in the
garage I plan to give them to the Kansas Wildflower Society seed exchange in
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September. Penstemon grandijlorus grows so easily and makes such a nice show
around here I wish more people knew about it.
During the pent bloom season, James Taylor and his wife, Betty of Hutchison,
Kansas came by for a visit. James wanted to check on programs of some plants'
from his hybridizing efforts he had given me about three years ago. Thank
goodness, a good proportion of them were still among the living. In fact, a couple
of them have expanded into nice clumps and made a good show. They resemble
the "North Platte" hybrid types that I always associate with Glenn Viehmeyer;
The penstemon seeds I grew this year all came! up and did pretty well in the
cold frame I have rigged up. As my penstemon garden is so full I can't fmd room
for any more, I gave all those flats to James-along with some of the wildflowers
I had also started from seeds the same way.
My one plant of P. centranthi/oUus (seeds came from Betty Davenport in
1988) wintered over and bloomed this June, its second year. It has increased in
size and stem number. It is the last species in my collection to bloom. I am really
surprised and pleased at its hardiness and tolerance.
Robert Davenport's photos are always interesting and show kinds I'll probably
never see face-to-face. The two varieties of P.jloridus are especially good for
comparison. The subspeciesjloridus with those bUldder-like upturned blooms is
really different.
Anne Spiegel, Wappingers Falls, New York
#8 SmaU Penstemons

October 1, 1989
The plant trip was earlier this summer when I ,as a lucky member of Howard
Pfeifer's group in the Big Horns-what a paradise, As oae of thedlivers, my big
trauma was having to decide whether to parkfon Et"rleHium nemum or Aquilegia
jonesii. There was no spot where you w®ldn'tfbe trnshing something wonderful.
There were some great penstemons••E>ne sensalional plant was identified as
Penstemon laricifolius. Is this veryfvariable~"It w~ gtowinginfa loose, very dry
sand and stone bank along the road by itself \Vitti qo:c.Dse competition. It was
about 15" tall, 18" wide and absolutely smothered !with large, bJight pink flowers
but no seed, unfortunately. Seeing this in bloom pIbdueed that strong yearning
experienced frequently by rock gardeners.l'The surplise was the:height. I expected
it to be much smaller. Does anyone grow this?
The climate here in New York is harsh; tYPicaliwinter lows are in the -100 to200 range, although it has been considerably coldetthan that at times! We can't
count on the snow. Some winters snow cover lasts1from mid November to April;
others January to March, and last winter was theftst in over 24 years here with
almost no snow. Following a summer of intense h~t, it was pretty tough on
plants. The oldest plants seemed to suffer the most. A Penstemon davidsonii a
yard across and taken for granted as a permanent ~den feature is no more. Tenyear-old sunroses(HeJianthemum) were also casu~ties. Since then, it has done
nothing but rain.. Penslemon teucrioides. P. caespilo$us and P. crandallii, which
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had all bloomed beautifully and were looking wonderful in the spring, have all
turned black. I don't know whether to yank them out or hope for a miracle in the
spring. The same plants are doing fine a couple of levels higher in the garden.
Both areas are deep, lean screes, but upper levels probably have better air flow.
We have about seven acres of rock and very heavy clay. The rock is in the
form of stepped ledges and small cliffs. Preparing the ledges for new screes is a
monumental effort (digging out clay, maple roots, loose rock), but worth all the
work when it comes time to plant because the ledges make a perfect settings. My
experience with P. hirsutus 'Pygmaeus' is that it stays quite compact and flowers
and seeds profusely.
I don't have a sand bed. Isn't a very lean scree pretty close? (very lean = 9
parts gravel with some coarse sand and one part humusy clay soil)
Phil, my Penstemon rupicola winter burns to ground, comes back in the spring
but doesn't flower. Penstemon 'Breitenbush Blue' didn't seem too winter hardy for
me. How is it for others?
James Taylor, Hutchinson, Kansas
#13 Directors, #9 Hybridizating and Selection

March 25, 1990
I know that spring is coming because I have my light gardens filled with
seedlings that will go out in about a month. I have quite a variety of penstemon
started. They include: P. hirsutus, P. barbatus, P. tubaeflorus, P. superbus, P.
incertus, P. spectabilis, P. cobaea x triflorus, P. rostriflorus, P. centranthifolius
and P. harvardii. Many of these plants came from Betty Davenport and others
from came from the seed exchange.
Last year I started a number of plants that will bloom this year. If all goes as
planned I will make some crosses among them this year and start more of my own
seed next year. Many of the plants that I started this year will be planted at our
local zoo. My wife and I plant tw-O major flower beds there and we try to giye the
beds a native appearance as the penstemons fit right in.
I am rmding that I am cutting back on the space I am giving to the
penstemons. My interest in penstemons led me to an interest in wildflowers and
xeriscaping. As a result of this expanded interest, I am using more space to
experiment with other kinds of wild flowers. I wish the people of Kansas showed
the same interest in natives that I see in New Mexico.
Water is starting to become a problem here and much more needs to be learned
about how to use native plants. In the last bulletin I noticed that it once again
contained quite a few excerpts from the round robin letters. It did not seem that
excerpts were taken from all of the round robins. Who determines which excerpts
are used? Are robin directors supposed to collect such information and send it to
Gwen? If we don't do it, who does?
I am amazed that George Yingling had 1984 seed germinate. I wonder if that
seed might not be some of his hybrids that were crosses of P. hirsutus. If so, they
are a good pink. If that is what it is, an effort should probably be made to maintain
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it. I am afraid that most of Scharfs material is lost to history.
Donald Tucker, North Berwick, Maine
#8 Small Penstemons

August 15, 1989
The new garden is settling in well, and I hover over it constantly. My wife
marvels at how long I can stare at it from all angles. There always seems to be a
new chickweed or oxalis trying to get a foothold somewhere. I seem to be
winning but "ever vigilant."
The new section is a 20' x 30' mound which rises to about 3' with a narrow
path over the top of my mountain. It rises rapidly from the south and then has a
long slope toward the northeast. The soil mix was the clayey loam that was there
mixed with quarry screenings which is sand and small pebbly grit, with another
third of peat moss and peat humus. This is all piled on a base of brick and stone
rubble. I went a little easy on the sand and grit since I didn't want it to dry out too
quickly. Thus far the new plants and seedlings love it. I didn't have to worry this
year about drying, since we have had so much rain. We went into April about 7"
below normal, but since then we have made it all 'and are about 2-3" above
normal.
At the end of July we had three days of 90° heat, and that should be it for this
year. The maritime influence is pretty strong here even in southern Maine, and
70s, low 80s are the norm. But even so the humidity and heat during those three
days always causes a few casualties. This year Saxijraga oppositifolia went to its
reward. I still hope to find a compatible spot.
All the penstemons came through the winter, but as I mentioned before the
Dasanthera penstemons all had extensive die back.. They have since recovered and
are beautifully bushy though they did not flower. Actually I noticed today that P.
rupicola is about to flower. I will follow your suggestion, Gwen and cover them~ I
believe it was our early spring sun which did it, since in February and early March
they looked fine, but by the end of March most of the tops were gone.
Penstemon barrettiae has come back but it does not have a particularly
vigorous look, more open and irregular looking like some war tom refugee.
Penstemon 'Gina' also looks like it can't make up its mind as to whetherit will do
well or not. Some plants did very well. Penstemon davidsonii, P. caespitosus. P.
davidsonii ssp. menziesii are all thriving. Penstemon davidsonii ssp. menziesii
flowered profusely for about two weeks. The others were more sparing but the
plants were small. This year's growth has caused them to become quite sizable,
spreading 10-12" across. This group seems very easy and even the new plants put
in this spring have grown to 6" .
Penstemon caespitosus 'Claude Barr' was easy and a new P.caespitosus has a
much grayer green foliage. Is this P. caespitosus ssp. desertipicti parentage?
Penstemon crandallii is also happy though it was rather sparing in flower this
year. I have P. pinifolius in three places. and only one had flowers to match last
year. Maybe we've had too little sun this year. I had feared for P. tusharensis as it
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was a small plant and heavily damaged but it seems to be coming back nicely,
even two small flowers. This year's seedlings are mostly doing well. I had good
results with P. teucrioides and they are making a nice little shrubby mound, now
about 3" across, quite attractive even without flowering, very tiny leaves, and I
imagine it would look nice in a trough.
I had one seedling of P. ellipticus which I have mothered and set into a rocky
crevice atop my mountain. It has a very vigorous look, a miniature P.fruticosus. I
also put in a P. laricifolius ssp. laricifolius from Gwen which bloomed as even a
very small plant. It has adapted well in a warm sunny spot along with P.
linarioides ssp. coloradoensis which also has a nice appearance even out of
flower. My P. gairdneri ssp. gairdneri seed germinated very well, even some I
started early in winter under lights.
The best germinators were: P. angustifolius. P. eatonii. P. heterophyllus. P.
humilis. P. kunthii. P. peckii. P. rydbergii. P. strictus. P. teucrioides. P. venustus.
Others which did pretty well were: P. amhiguus. P. cyananthus. P. grinnellii. P.
hallii. P. newberryi. P. subglaber. Poor gennination of P. acuminatus. P. albidus.
P. jamesii (actually started off well but damped off or got too wet), P. palmeri. P.
speciosus, and a few P. nitidus. Penstemon eatonii came easy for me, too, though I
believe it is very sensitive to overwatering as some of the seedlings that were too
shady and wet did not do well until I rescued them and placed them in a dryer spot.
So far for me P. venustus has been a lot of leaf but very little flowering. I'll
give it another year. Penstemon virens seems to have the makings of a pretty nice
plant, nice and compact, if only it will flower next year. I guess I basically got the
sandbed right. This spring I set out a plant of P. heterophyllus simultaneously in
the bed and in the regular rock garden. The rock garden plant is three times the
size of the sandbed plant and is now pleasantly flowering, pinkish lavender and a
nice display. The plant in the sandbed is very compact, almost a tight mound. It
may take off once it gets some roots down to the underlying soil, but it will be
interesting to see if it stays compact and flowers well.
My P. alpinus in the sandbed did very well this year with many vigorous
spikes of bright blue flowers. Not a tiny penstemon by any means, but nice,
especially in a grouping of several. Penstemon richardsonii puts on a nice display.
Here, it has been flowering for several weeks and now at a peak. I had pruned
mine almost to the ground this spring. I may have to move it though as it is very
floppy and covers an area about 3' square, but it is very happy where it is in the
sandbed.
I think watering of plants is relative to where you live. In my area I suspect
extra watering is almost never needed except for new seedlings. I have noticed
that P. hirsutus 'Pygmaeus' has not flourished in the sandbed but has done very
well in the regular garden. The plant has remained very small and sparse of leaf
though it did flower. The other plant was absolutely covered with flowers. I have
P. strictus both places and in one season there is little difference. Pensterrwn
virgatus asa-grayi has gone into the new north slope where there is good moisture
and looks vigorous.
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Kari Wang, Hosie, Norway
#16 International

S April 1990
Weatherwise we have had another exceptional winter, hardly any temperatures
below minus soe and with spring beginning in March. We have had a lot of wind
though, but not so damaging as those in the south of England, where thousands of
trees have been uprooted.
At the moment my garden is completely without snow, most unusual, although
we woke up to 2" and gales two days ago-all gone now.
When I am not looking at all the flowers in the garden, I look at all the birds I
am feeding throughout the winter. Usually they are the only thing to look at
during January and February. A lot of them never left the country, but stayed on
through the winter so they need to be fed in order to survive. They come to the
window and "knock" to tell me it is time to come out and hand out something to
get rid of the cold, and if I go out in the garden they are never very anxious when
I am around.
Yesterday I discovered a small mouse feeding with the birds. We have always
seen just one mouse every winter, and the boys used to name him Tarzan, but I
think I will call this one Han Solo, because there is always just the one. He kept
running to and fro collecting seed which will later start to grow in different places
as some are always forgotten. I have not got the heart to do anything about him,
so if the cats do not get him he will have a happy life as long as I feed the birds. I
must add that I have not really (touch wood) had any trouble from him either apart
from the one time when a couple inhabited a large Penstemon davidsonii
var.menziesii (seed labeled barretiae), but I am sure it was not that. They left only
4" of a 2S" plant, and that was the only time I have had reason for complaint.
I have enclosed a list of my penstemons as they are looking at the moment,
however, I take no responsibility for the names being correct, although the seed
from Sally Walker and the Archibalds are probably right.
P. caespitosus-Tiny little thing, nice red winter coloring of leaves, almost
hugging the ground. Has survived without any damage whatsoever
P. pinifolius-Seedlings wintered in a frame, all look good.
'Mersea Yellow' -Looks swell. A friend of mine took cuttings in November and
they have all rooted. I shall keep my eyes open to see if there is a chance of
cross pollination.
P. strictus-No trouble at all, and it has started growing already. So far _2°e has
had no ill effect on the new growth. It did not flower last year, but should do
so this year.
P. virens-Looks very good and has started growing.
P. azure us-Looks awful but there is hope.
P. mucronatus-Looks even worse. No hope for this.
P. barbatus-A little bedraggled after the winter, but usually presents no problem
with me, not yet anyway.
P. procerus var. IOlmiei-Large plant has died in parts, but it has seeded itself
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P. aridus -Has never flowered with me. It looks to be a very good creeper, and I
am hoping it will come into flower this summer, or maybe it decided to
behave like my P. davidsonii var. menziesii microphyllus
P. whippleanus(?)-Fit as a fiddle, if this is the plant I have. Vaclav has sent lots of
seed now, so if my plants are not correct, I shall soon have the correct ones.
P. hirsutus 'Pygmaeus'-A large plant, four years old, and is very dry in parts.
This is also one of the penstemons that selfsow, so I always have plenty of
offsprings. It turns a lovely red color in winter.
P. confertus -A large nine-year-old plant completely dead. A few seedlings are
around though so nothing to worry about.
P.fruticosus var. scouleri 'Albus'-Seed originally germinated here as scouleri
albus which I understand should be a P.fruticosus. Looks much like a P.
davidsonii var. menziesii in leaf, although leaf size and plant size than the P.
davidsonii. Very easy to propagate, and a good clear white color to the
flowers. Many "children" spread around in the Oslo area.
P. cardwellii-Has almost been squashed by a large, extremely thorny thistle,
which I am going to eradicate this spring. Will have to be taking cuttings of it
and then remove the old plant as it has grown extremely leggy.
P. davidsonii var.-My plants have serrate leaves. No problems ever with cold
weather or snow. Profuse flowering every year, and seems to accept whatever
treatment I chose to give it provided it gets plenty of sunshine and a meager
diet.
P. rupicola-Not looking very happy this spring, but still alive. What is left will
have to be moved to a better site as it at the moment is suffering from being
overwhelmed by other plants.
P. laricifolius-Seeds from Jim and Jenny Archibald in 88. Three tiny little plants,
two in a trough and 1 in a pot in the frame. A beautiful little thing so far.
P. linarioides ssp. coloradoensis-Has been planted in the sand in the bottom of
the greenhouse which was kept just above freezing this winter. Looking very
well.
P. humilis-J & J Archibald seed. Looking dead.
P. davidsonii var. menziesii 'Microphyllus'-Looks as healthy as ever, romping
around in one of my beds without flowers each year. A lovely little plant,
really. Leaves 1{2 inch in length and the whole thing only 4" high. Would
love to see some flowers on it though.
P. teucrioides-Also J & J seed. Looking very well, and hoping it is going to
flower this year.
WINTERED IN FRAME
P. cyananthus-One large and several small plants doing fine.
P. oliganthus-Seed from Sally Walker, 1986. Does not look very happy.
P. strictus-Also seed from Sally Walker and looking very well and will be
planted out this year.
P. rostriflorus-J & J seed. Small plants. A few will be tried in a bed to see how
they perform.
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Ellen Wilde, Santa Fe, New Mexico
#13 Directors, #10 Southwest

March 4, 1990
Finally the seed orders have stopped coming. It was pretty hectic through
January. Now Dale has made me four boxes with 92 3/4" X 2 1/2" slots in each so
I have all the seeds in good order and I will be much better prepared next year. It
has been very interesting. Many of the overseas people write very interesting
notes and letters and most of the orders have returned the survey questionnaire. I
hope to get the results compiled and sent to Gwen for the Bulletin.
Penstemon pinifolius is definitely the most widely grown. I would like
everyone to check all their sources and see if anyone can differentiate small ones
from larger ones. I have the two which definitely maintain their differences. One
has flower stems to 22" high and quite loose, shrubby stems. The other has flower
stems 7-8" tall and is very composed with densely needle stems. The Beginner's
Manual describes them as 6-8" tall and not dependable; but I have found the
bigger one very dependable. Shouldn't one be named as a subspecies? I am
seriously thinking oflimiting the order to 20 species. They would be much easier
to pack and less tedious to ftll. Would anyone object? I got the feeling that a lot of
people ordered 30 just because they could and they are so inexpensive, not
because they seriously had to have that many.
George Yingling, Dayton, Ohio
#13 Directors, #15 Cross Country, #16 Cross Country & Overseas
January, 1990
The P. murrayanus plant that I reported as being 6' tall ended up 7.5' tall with
side stems 5' tall. It was not setting seeds so I hand. .pollinated quite a few flowers
and got seed pods. I obviously had to stake it, but it had nice thick stems. I hope
the plant lives through this winter. We have had -20°F several nights, but we had
snow cover so that should help. We ended the year with a total rainfall for the year
of 50" which is 15" above normal. December has been the coldest we have had
for many years.
My gardening was severely limited because of all the traveling. I have been
sowing many varieties of penstemon seeds, some of them are quite old, but I have
found that many of them stay viable for a long time if kept in packets in a sealed
jar in the refrigerator. I am treating some of the seeds with a solution of
gibberellic acid (100 ppm) in an attempt to break dormancy without a cold
treatment. We shall see!
Penstemon whippleanus has been mentioned as growing in the mountains. I
had a number of seedlings last years several of which I stuck in my vegetable
garden until I could find a place for them. My butternut squash which spreads all
over my garden covered the seedlings-with my problems I lost track of the
seedlings-but when I pulled up the squash vines I found several nice healthy
plants. They did not seem to mind the shade from the squash leaves. Now, if they
survive the winter. (They turned out to be P. hirsutus and bloomed beautifully.)
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Hyacinth Flowered penstemon is not a legal name but the strain was given that
name by the Borger Seed Co. some years ago when they put it on the market. The
first ones that appeared in Parks' and Burgess' catalogs were advertised as salmon
and sky blue Hyacinth Flowered penstemons. While some of them were salmon
and a few somewhat blue, they did not come true. They do not advertise colors
now. I have some beautiful ones in a wide range of colors. One plant in the gravel
bed at Cox Arboretum had over 100 blooming stems and was over 2' across. The
blooms were a reddish-purple and many visitors wanted seeds from it.
February 24, 1990
I have sown approximately 75 varieties of penstemons so far. Some of them in
flats that have been placed outside to stratify, and some in sandwich bags in damp
sand then rolled up with a label inside and placed in the refrigerator (not in
freezer). Some of the hybrids and crosses were placed directly under lights
without stratifying. Most of the sowing was done in late December and early
January. The following which were sown in late December, covered with plastic
domes, and placed outside on the east side of my house, showed seedlings while
still outside in the cold:
P. superbus, many small seedlings
P. spectabilis, a dozen seedlings
P. incertus, a few seedlings
P. discolor, about 20 seedlings
P. havardii,24 seedlings
P. cobaea (white) 6 seedlings
P. grandiflorus, several seedlings
The following in the same tray of seed pots had not sprouted in the cold: P.
laetus. P.venustus. P.centranthifolius, and P. 'Flathead Lake'. I have moved all of
the above to the mist bed at Cox Arboretum which gets plenty of light during the
day. I use the mist bed, which is normally used for cuttings, when it is not
crowded with cuttings. The misting gives uniform moisture and enhanc6S growing
and sprouting. I had some 1984 ADS -114-7 seed (Alan Scharf crosses) that I
sowed on Jan 1 and placed under lights. By January 13 I had many small sprouts
and moved the tray to the mist bed at Cox Arboretum. I have at least 24 seedlings.
I have begun to transplant We have not had this hybrid for some years, and I do
not recall what the parent plants are, but I can probably find out by searching
some of the old bulletins. Scharf developed some nice hybrids.
I am using Metro-Mix 360 for transplanting to which I have added perlite and
Turface to improve drainage. We use the 360 at Cox for seed sowing and for
transplanting so it is available to me; it is not generally available at garden stores.
It is a fine mix of peat moss, vermiculite, perlite and granite sand. The Turface is
a soil amendment that resembles cat litter and I find it is good for rooting cutting,
also.
At one time we used varieties of Pro-mix but found that we got quite a bit of
oxalis sprouting in it, quite undesirable, of course. One other thing I notice with
mixes containing peat moss, if the flats are kept covered with plastic or plastic
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domes, algae forms on the surface (or is it algae or liverwort?). It does not seem to
hurt the seedlings but I do not like it. The flats need to be ventilated periodically.
Most penstemon seeds, particularly the species, will sprout at low temperatures as
long as it is not freezing. I have had seed sprout in the refrigerator at 34-36° and
in the dark. As a matter of fact, most seeds will sprout in the dark.
December 1990
We have had an all-time record for rainfall of 54", and we are not yet to the
end of December. Normally, we should be at about 36". I do not know what the
impact on my penstemons will be, but I doubt whether any harm will come to the
ones I have in my gravel bed at Cox Arboretum.
Unfortunately, I did not get all of my seedlings that were started from seeds
last winter planted out into beds. While they were transplanted into various size
pots-probably over 100-1 just could not get to them, and they are now in the
cold frames at Cox awaiting next spring.

Meeting Report
Northwest Meeting Report by the Attendees
Alberta, Canada, July 6-8, 1990
The meeting started in Edmonton at the University of Alberta, where Nell
Backus, Ellen Wilde, Ken and Robin Lodewick,c and Dee and Clara Strickler met
with leader Pauline Olthof late Friday afternoon.
Guest Julie, Hrapko, Curator of Botany at the Provincial Museum of Alberta,
and Pat Seymour, Director of the Devonian Botanic Gardens, joined us for dinner.
Afterward, Ms. Hrapko gave a slide show of "A Bo'tanist's View of Alberta,"
starting with Alberta's Provincial emblem, the wild;rose. Views of the various
habitats of the province-arctic tundra, aspen parkland, prairie, subalpine forest,
alpine tundra- were each followed by lovely portraits of typical.species. After
much animated discussion and a look at books of regional flora brought by the
speaker, we had time for a show of members' slides. Nell and Ellen had brought
pressed specimens collected on their trip, including most subspecies of
Penstemon procerus and a small shrubby that was probably P.fruticosus ssp.
scouleri. though it had miniature leaves.
Next morning Mr. Seymour guided our three cars out of Edmonton to the
Devonian Gardens, 16 acres of cultivated plants selamong 190 acres of ancient
sand dunes, now covered with mixed woodland. Birds, flowers, and lakes are
everywhere. The most northerly botanic garden in Canada, the Devonian features
"Gardens within the Garden." The director led us through Alberta Plants, pas a
gorgeous P. gracilis and P. venustus and an amazingly lush P. lyallii. The Alpine
Garden, a hillside rock garden, held alpine plants, miniature conifers, sedums and
sempervivums from all over the world. We missed the Native People's Garden but
visited a Primula and Iris Dell and an almost finished Japanese Garden. After box
lunches and a bit of rest in the shade, we started on the 3-hour drive to Calgary.
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Highway 2 leads through rolling plains where farms and ranches alternate with
aspen parkland. After the long hot drive, the cool drinks Pauline had waiting at
her home in Calgary were extremely welcome. Everyone admired Pauline's
garden, which is small but beautifully designed and full of penstemons: P.
barbatus, P. pinifolius, P. strict us and its hybrid 'Prairie Dusk' were all at their
best. Unfortunately, P. fruticosus var. scouleri and P. albertinus had finished
blooming, due to a rainy May followed by heat.
Before dinner, we checked in at the University of Calgary; just as well we did,
for some of the rooms reserved for us proved already occupied! Luckily, our
restaurant table was held for us, and all had a good evening.
Sunday morning we set off westward on the Trans Canada Highway, toward a
skyline of Rocky Mountains. Two hours took us to the Kananaskis Highway,
where we turned south into the foothills and soon were driving down a narrow
trough between snow-covered mountain ranges. This area, just east of Banff, is as
beautiful as the National Park but much less touristy. We stopped twice in the
foothills to see roadside Rosa arkansana, mallow, Silene, and purple and white
Oxytropis. Near the information center a riot of bloom kept us photographing
scarlet Lilium philadelphicum, orange Castilleja miniata, white Geranium
richardsonii, purple lupine, a stand of pale yellow Penstemon confertus, and a
rare orchid which proved to be Habenaria viridis.
By noon we reached Highwood Pass, at 7,238', the highest "drive-able" pass in
Canada. We ate lunch with peaks overlooking us both east and west. A walk past a
snowbank took us to Anemone occidentalis and Ranunculus eschscholtzii, just
coming into bloom. Two species of 1-2" high willows were also flowering, along
with yellow heather, Phyllodoce glanduliflora, and tiny alpines such as Draba,
Androsace, and Eritrichium-plants that in Colorado are found only above 11,000'.
Our stops had been too interesting; the Lodewicks had to start back to catch their
plane. Pauline was driving them and so had to leave directions for her other APS
guests to find their own way, by map, to Hailstone Butte. The Lodewicks got to the
airport on the dot in spite of stops at wildflower stands to admire and photograph
large collections of multi-colored wildflowers and try to also list them all!
The others found the route to Hailstone Butte easily and were greatly
impressed with the scenery. Among other beautiful high country plants, they
found no fewer than four species of pens tern on: P. albertinus, P. confertus, P.
fruticosus var. scouleri, and P. procerus. The other plants they saw there included

Phacelia sericea, Hackeliafloribunda, Myosotis alpestris, Androsace
chamaejasme, Saxifraga bronchialis, Dodecatheon sp., Aquilegiaflavescens,
Oxytropis splendens (which was abundant and of a far richer color than usual at
lower elevations too this summer.) Sedum lanceolatum, Potentilla spp., Geum
triflorum (which really is a prairie species) and Anaphalis margaritacea and
Linum perenne. They should also have seen Valeriana sitchensis a little higher up
Hailstone Butte, but they did see Pedicularis groenlandica.
The weather had been incredibly cooperative all through this weekend: it was
the only dry and sunny weekend in about two and a half months of unstable
weather here in Alberta! There has to be something special about the APS!!
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Notes from the President
by George Yingling
The Executive Committee has taken action on a number of matters and have a
number of others under consideration. We approved a change in the seed
exchange which you will already have noted. We disapproved selling or giving
our mailing list to other organizatoins. We approved a $200 grant for the slide
library., and an additional $100 per year for maintenence and updating. We
approved $100 for use of the Library. We are discussing periodically having a
National meeting designated at one of the regional meetings.
The following awards have been proposed by Betty Davenport: to be
presented when merited: Ralph Bennett Award to a person who has given
significant time to the APS. Myrtle Hebert Award for advancement of the study of
penstemons. Glen Viehmeyer Award for developing a new named hybrid of merit.
Betty has proposed giving a cash award and engraved plaque and this is under
consideration. Comments will be welcome.
Ellen Wilde would like us to consider putting out a book on penstemons, not
scientific, but on garden worthiness with lots of color photos of different species.
This would be a 50th anniversary project for 1995. Members are also interested in
establishment of a seed bank, a garden for preserving hybrids and species, reestablishment of the cutting exchange and other projects. All of these require lots
of work and someone to be in charge. Suggestions will be appreciated!
May the coming growing season provide you with beautiful penstemons!

Notes from the Editor
by Gwen Kelaidis

I want to thank Betty Davenport and George Yingling for their great
assistance in preparing this issue of the bulletin. Betty selected and typed the
letters from the Robins onto computer. George then "massaged" the files,
italicizing and correcting for many hours. Without this significant contribution
from them, it would have been impossible to produce this issue on time.
And just what is "on time?" You will note that we have the winter issue has been
mailed in January rather than December for the last several years. Our personal schedules
make December a very busy month. not a good time for producing buIletins. We have
decided to change the date of the winter issue to January. There will still be two issues a
year, but the first will be produced in winter, the second in summer. This means that there
was only one issue dated 1990.

There will be three regional meetings this summer. Ellen Wilde (110 Calle
Pifionero, Santa Fe, NM 87505) is organizing one in Albuquerque, New Mexico
in the first week of June. Randy Alanko (pO Box 69, Baker, OR 97814) has
charge of the Northwest meeting in the Wallowas June 28-30 (call 503-5239383). Dale Lindgren (North Platte Station, Univ. of Nebraska, North Platte, NE
69101) will sponsor a meeting at North Platte at the end of May. Please contact
these members for more information.

Notes from the Secretary
by Ann Bartlett
1990 was a good year for the Society with an 85% renewal of
members and 61 new members joining. We currently have 380 members.
Confused about which year you owe dues? Check your mailing label.
The first line will tell you through which year your dues have been paid.

The Beautiful Beardtongues
of New Mexico
A Field Guide to New Mexico Penstemons

by Erma Pilz and Jean Heflin
$6.00 postage paid; bulk discount available.
443 Live Oak Loop NE, Albuquerque. NM 87122

Obituary
Lillian McBride
Lillian McBride, of Spokane, Washington, died in her sleep November 6,
1990 after a short illness. She was 87. She had been a member of the American
Penstemon Society for about 32 years and served as coordinator of the West Coast
and Canada Robin for many, many years. She is survived by a son, two daughters,
eight grandchildren, and seven greatgrandchildren.

oc'l..y MOUnlO
q.: Rare Plants ~

Seed of plants native to the Rocky Mountains; Penstemons a specialty
Send $1 for Catalog to PO Box 200483, Denver, Colorado 80220-0483

MAGAZINE DEVOTED
NORTH ,ulEJlICA'S ONLY CONSERVATWN AJ'ID
ENTl!!ELY '['0 TIlE
WILD FL08A·
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Rates:

,

American
Rock Garden Society
offering Quarterly Bulletins, Seed Exchange, Color Slide Library, Book Library,
National, Regional, and Chapter Meetings.
featuring Study Weekends, Plant Shows, Garden Tours, Plant & Book Sales.
apply to:
Jacques Mommens, Executive Secretary, PO Box 67, Millwood, NY 10546
Annual Membership $25
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Cover Penstemons

Penstemon davidsonii Greene var. praeteritus Cronquist
From Steens Mt. of Hamey County, Oregon, and the Santa Rosa, Jackson, Pine
Forest, and Black Rock ranges of Humboldt County, Nevada. Distinguished in the
keys by the longer corolla (34-45 mm long instead of 20-36 mm in the variety
davidsonii). A very distinctive plant, more upright than typical P. davidsonii,
which might seem to support the researchers who would ally it to Penstemon
fruticosus. It has tiny leaves less than 1cm long and tapered to the point with a
sharp tip. As we know it here in Denver, it has a pretty red winter foliage color. It
has proved willing both in sun and shade with rock garden treatment. It comes
fairly well from midsummer cuttings. The plant has an overall aspect more like a
Hebe than any other penstemon we have known. Noel Holmgren calls this "one of
the most spectacularly beautiful wildflowers in the Intermountain region."

Penstemon montanus ssp. idahoensis
We acquired this plant from Marty Jones, of Avon, Colorado, who was sent
cuttings by Jeanne Anderson, of Idaho Falls, Idaho. Jeanne got the cuttings at
Lick Creek Summit above McCall, Idaho. This is a famous locality for this
wonderful plant. The leaves are very white with dense hairs and are slightly
revolute. Penstemon montanus varies greatly in leaf shape and hairiness and the
subspecies idahoensis varies even more. The plants from this particular location
seem to have the most attractive foliage of all the specimens we have seen.
It is of some concern to us that this is such a difficult plant to grow. Please
don't collect plants or cuttings, but try rather for seed. The hairiness of the leaves
makes it very difficult to succeed with cuttings. We were pleased when it _
produced five or six flowers in 1989, but early this past May every stem produced
flowers and soon the whole plant was covered with cool, ice-blue flowers until
well into June.The flowers are closer to blue than any other Dasanthera in our
experience, making a dramatic contrast to its polar-hear-white leaves. It would be
instructive to grow more examples of this subspecies from other localities,
however be cautioned before you set out to look for it that there is now a species
Penstemon idahoensis recently named by Stan Welsh and Duane Atwood. It is an
altogether unrelated species in the section Glabri from southernmost Idaho.
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The Color Slide Collection
The American Penstemon Society has two excellent collections of color slides for loan
to its members and to garden clubs. at no cost except postage. The postage to you will
be paid by the Society; the return postage, plus insurance. by the borrower. One set of
slides has been assembled principally to fit the needs of garden clubs and other
organizations. The other set is for people who wish to learn the different species of
Penstemons, and is designed especially to show the botanical points relied on for
identification. To request a loan, please write: James Taylor, Custodian of the Slide
Library, 52 Eastwood, Hutchinson, KS 67501.

The Library

I

The Society has a library for use by its members. Material may be borrowed free of
charge for two weeks, and for $0.10 per week for two additional weeks. The Society
pays the postage to the member. and the member pays the return postage. To request a
loan please write: Mrs. Elizabeth Bolender. Librarian, American Penstemon Society. c/o
Cox Arboretum, 6733 Springboro Pike, Dayton, OH 45449.
The following material is now available in the Library:
Bulletin of the American Penstemon Society. 1946 to present. (One issue only to be
borrowed at anyone time.)
.
Studies in Penstemons. by Ralph Bennett.
No 1: Habroanthus, No.2: Dasanthera; No. 3: Eastern Species; No. 4 Anularius; No.5:
Aurator. (One number only to be borrowed at anyone time.)
History of the American Penstemon Society.
Manualfor Beginners With Penstemon .
The California Penstemons. by Percy C. Everett.
Bulletin of the American Rock Garden Society, special Penstemon number.
Penstemon in Your Garden. by Glenn Viehmeyer.
The National Horticulture Magazine, special Penstemon number, 1951.
Taxonomy in Simple Language, by Ralph Bennett.
The Scrophulariaceae of Eastern Temperate North America. by F. W. Pennell.

Penstemon Field Identifiers, Nomenclature, and Key
The Penstemon Field Identifier is a set of drawings and descriptions of penstemons,
arranged geographically. The authors are Kenneth and Robin Lodewick; illustrations are
by Robin Lodewick. The cost is $12.00 postpaid for US and Canada, $15.00 overseas.
Penstemon Nomenclature, Updated in 1989 by the Lodewicks from Ralph Bennett's
work. lists all currently known botanical names that have been applied to penstemons,
and is an invaluable reference for the serious student of the genus. It costs $4.00
postpaid in the US and Canada. $5.00 overseas. Key to Genus Penstemon, by Robin
Lodewick. is a finding guide that supplements the Identifier with detailed descriptions.
The first sections (103 species) were mailed to members with bulletin issues. Additional
copies can be bought for $1.85. If you order the Identifier and Nomenclature, the Key
sections are included free. These items can be ordered from Kenneth Lodewick. 2526
University Street, Eugene. Oregon 97403. Checks should bc made payable to Kenneth
Lodcwick.

